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Ecoimmies-Patical

Although by its, very name the Joint- Cotnicil on Economic 'Education is ,obvi-
ously committed to improving the' teachin,g. of economics, it has developed this
Economics-Political -Science Seriesas a'eontribution to the teaching of the broad
social studies field. We believe that each publication will unable' teachers to
achieve multiple purposes which rank high among the goals for the social studies,
and the production 'ptocedure for the series demonstrates effective steps and use
of personnel to develop social studies instructional materials.

The series is an outgrowth of the Economics-Politica Science Froject which was
undertaken in 1973. The project came into being from a reccignition that most
social issues were becaming increasingly complex and multidimensional and yet
social studies teachers were generally unprepared to ha le the teaching, of-such.
issues.,As a result, student's were not:being prepared to u derstand and act upon
crucial matters either through default or ineptitude on th part of their _teachers.
The J. M. Foundation had a strong-commitment for man years to improve the
quality of our nation's citizenship education and it provid the JCEE with the
initial grant to launch the Economics-Political Science Projec .

The core of JCEE strategy was to draw heavily from the e periences and judg-
ments. of outstanding so 'dial studies teachers in diagnosing wha needed to be one
and how to-do it The program recommended to lay a oundation for the
project visas to conduct a 'national workshop in which strat lc social studies
teachers could be prepared' to teach complex, multidimensiona social issues ef-
fectively. With this experience as a beginning, it was anticipated that comparable
training programs could, be provided within states for other teachers. Further-
more; the experience ,df the national workshop could =establish a basis' for de-
veloping materials for teaching the social issues. .-

preliminaryAs a eliminary step, programsprogras were- held for social studies teachers in
North Carolina and Oregon to gain experience and advice regarding the purposes,
personnel, content, materials and,procedures for the national workshop. Among
the key recommendations which emerged were the-following: (1) participants
should 'include outstanding high school teachers .with backgrounds in economics
and political science; (2) the workShop should focus on the anglysis of major
social issues that involVe economics and political science; (3) the wbrkshop should
focus also on the technacjues and resources for teaching the social issues selected;
(4) the staff should include personnel capable of providing the essentials of eco-
nomics and political science, an analysis of the social issues drawing upon and

. interrelating the pertinent, economics and politica science., and leadership in



demoristrating
entire worksho
mode for' wo
' Th a

during
anfl the

ai,.issues
teachers I ro

loping teaching techniques and materials; and (5) the
-onducted in an exemplary manner so as to serve as a
held inthe4Uturewithin states and sehOol districts.

-Political Science'. 'roject Workshop was.ieonducted
using the campus efHaverford College as the site

dadelphia as a resource for' Telating realistically the
Attending were teams f high school Social: studies

peen,s6lacted ca Ily by Affiliated Olincils On
c o c u i Iter-Evalwatio lie WOrkshorrreflected-that,

the pu oses w very high, degr e,
'Dui g the fo kowi i :Works s de ing With social issues were eon:.

ducted i.r social' t ers th fiv regions of the nation, hese programs
were ii tterned after the-_national workshop iandrtnade use o teachers and

matdrials from thAwo 'Vv. Funds for the national workshop -d the regional
I program. 5, were provid by the J. .N' Frandation,Exxon C rporation (LISA),

and the silly Foundat
h was thit stage the 'Economics-Pttlitical--Scienc roject turned to the

prOduction of teaching -nets. Withcontinuing gran the J. M. Founda-
tion and. Exxon Cor or ion USA) the J EE empl four writing' teams to
develop-resource u tea ing majoit$O ial issues. The resource units were to
be designed to tea cial issues analytically, ihegrating economics_ and polit-
ical

. f

ical science in t process, and they' were to provide diverse examples and sugges-
tions of units,, hods; and resources for classroomuse. In Oiler to achieve these
aims; each team consisted o an e nomist, politic4.1 scientist;, -two social studies
teachers, :and 7;4...social dies . X rrii alum specialist. Team- members had demon-
strated their abnies in s pharerof the Economics- litical Science Project.

The writing teams- W r nvened by the JCEE for an intensive planning semin-
ar in August 1915 and, drawing from 'the experientes and output of the national
0.41 regional works s, trey developed the focus, format, and procedures for the
Economies-Political neeiSef.tes. ,,

i

It wag, agreed -thateresburce guides were to be developed for analyzing the
following: ,Ilealth Care Poli6V; Policy; Econornic Stabilization Policy;
Governmen011egulation; nnvironinent I Policy; Housing Policy ; and Crime
Control and Prevention Policy, , - .-

4 Each resource guidewN7., as to contain the 'following elements: (1) a delineation of
the core Concepts gir ecowmics' and, pOrtical science and their interrtationships.-,
(2) a Topic OvervieC4roviding backg_ and information fair teasers and an in£
depth economic-ipolitical science analysis of the problem area on I ich the guide
focuses;,..0) a statement of the rationale and significance of the roblem area,
erriphasizing its present and potential, place in the lives .of Students; (4) an ideptifi-
cation of the objeeti'es and outcomes from study of the problem area; (5) diverse

kiexamples of classroorit ivities, each designed to achiesre one or more of the
objectives. - ,

1it . .Another major decision reached at that time was,that there should-lie extensive
exchange,i re iew and testing throughouG the developmental process-. All the
economists ad political scientists would react to each other's analyses and they
would also receive reactions and suggestions from the high school social studies
teachers. The eciontimists and pcilitical scientists' would "review the content of the

/ ? methodology prepared by the high school feathers and the teachers would ex-
hange their mater)als among themselves. Beyond' all of this and of crucial itti-

pbrtance, it was agreed that the resource gliides should be field-tested extensively,
in elassTooms throughout the nation.

O. All of these procedures have been followed nd now the Economics -POlitical
Science Series is available. We believe the series is unique not only in-the separate
features it embodies but more so in .its composite emphases and contributions: (1)
a focus upon social issues of major interest And consequence to studkiti; -(2) iv
'emphasis upon the teaching and learning of analytical skill; (3) the development
of an understanding of the fundamentals of economics and political science, the
-interrelationship between them, and the applicatibn of _both' disciplines in

analyzing and acting upon social issues; (4) the use of diverse, vrovvi teaching

V



strategies and resources that, dim,clearlY at' achieving Significanq,',theasurable
.,

outcomes.. ;

Another, quality of uniqueness that can be attributed to this ries is the range
of people who have been involYed ;in; a close, working relations ip:; college pro
lessors and:hightschool teachei,,S; economists and -political scientists; specialists in
academic disciplines add pecialists in methodology; teachers fro sphool systemse m`

w Ii'_ varied sizes, locatf ri, and student poPulations: We believe all pf this has -,
roved to be effeetivoand bodes well for the development of; social studies .,

,

inatethalrirtiVeldtdre.-- '..: " , ' , --' ,---- '
Each publication of the series identifies the people who have contributed to its

completion and we extend our appreciation to them for them dedication and-
competence. bn behalf of myself and the Joint Council on, Economic Education,'
I extend a special niessageiot 'appreciation and commendation to Ms. June
Gilliard of the JCEE staff fbr the most praiseworthy ways in which. she has co -.'
ordinated the demelopment ancitroduction of the Economics Political Science

! Series: She is "recognized to be one of the nation's distinguished social; sttdies
educators' and hr role in this project should provide her with additional
distinction. Throughout the project valuable assistance has also been provided by
the following members of the JCEE staff: Dr. George Dawson; Anthony F.
Suglia; and S. Stowell Symms.

Although the support of the J. M. Foundation- and Exxon corporation (USA)
.

has been mentioned previously, we acknowledge again our -oatitude for having
been provided the means to carry out the 'project and produceithis series.

Of course, the Economics-Political Science Project which le&to,tids series is not
completed nor is it ever likely to be. Now will come further use, 'adaptation-, niod-
ification, arid improvement. Social issues are dynamic and the .wilt be need for
'different resource guides in the years to come. We encourage such ferment and
shall welcome suggest(ons that will edable us to join YQII in doing what is needed
to improve the teaching of the social(udies.,

4
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D°r. George L. Fers
Associate Director,
and Director
Economics-Political SCMnC e Project



Pry

Organization 4and Uses of Unit Rest rce Material

Policy decisions affect everyone. Coriquently it "is important That students./ .

.acquire the knibwledge and skills necessary for underttanding the major policy
questions facitig otr society and for participating effectively in the Processes of
public debate 0 public decision making:

A Resourc guide for Analyzirig Health Care Policy is she first \n a series of
resource guid s focusing on economic-political analysis of contempqrary putilic
polig6s and is uess..The topics for this and other units in the series were selected
not only because of their current relevance, but also in the, belief that these issues
will continue to be,the focus of' public debate for some time to come.

In developing the Economics-Political Science (EP$) resource guides every,
effort `was made to ;take the material as widely useful as possible. Material
contained in individual elides was desigUed to be used byThigh Lschaol teaehers
with instructional ,responsibilities for Economics, Government, United 'States
History, Problems of Democracy, oi- other social studies courses dealing witli
conterhporary social issueA. ., .

The resource guide on health care policy qott sists of four ma.i,.or- . .

each -designed serve specific..eurrlcular or instructional purposes. The ntro-
duction proviile a,. general explanation of the conceptual fiamewoOk used
throughout the series Jar analysis of policy problems and issues. Hopefully, it also
provides a model that teachers may use for extending the study of health are
policy or for developing additioal units dealing with economic-political analysis
of othertareas of public debate and concern.

he purpose of the topic overview is twofold. First it Rrovides ft:1r the'reachei- _.,

background information on economic and political- issues involved in the
formation "of a national policy tin health care. Secondly, it servos as- a concrete
example of how the conwptualirimework described in the ntro uction is applied
for-economic;political analysis of policy issues.

The unit rationale and objectives and instructionrl aptivuties deal specifically
with instructional questions pertaining te, the why, hat and how of tea king
about health care. i

When used in their. entVet and iq the sequence pr ented, the sue in-
structionalittivities comprise approximately three'weelqpf

gg
study. It is n 1 l-

owed, hoWever, that every teacher will wish to use tho Material in thisman er.
or this reason the activities are desigiied so thpy ray & used singly or it'V,arious
mbinations, depending upon the 9,niount of tiWie one wishes to devo to the

topic and the needs of the particular student grotip 'for who nstruction is to bevi ,,



..; _ .1
provided.'To assist teachers in determining vihich activity or combination of ac,
tivitieS is more appropriate for his- of her students each instructional activity has
been keyed to the objective or objet %es it is designed to achieve. , 0

We wish to express our apprecif ion to the writing team that prepared the,
material fotthiS our first unit in t EPS Series. To George Dawes for..his
consultation and untiring effort as team coordinator we owe a special debt of
gratitude. We are also grataful to the,following teachers for their review and dais-
room trial of the material in its experimental form: Alison Carter, Norwalk
School System, Norwalk, Connecticut; J. K. Flollenshead, Riley-W. Bratton, and
Penny T. Claudis, Caddo Parish School littem, Shreveport, Louisiana; James W.

. .
Armstrong, Veronica Moore, and Dor s "Washington, Norfolk City Schools,
Norfolk, Virginia.- We "found their advice extremely helpful, and td the extent
possible, their suggestions have been incorporated in theputAished material.

-i - .-

June V. `Gilliard
EPS Project-!Coordinat r and:.
Associate, chool,Services Program

,
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Introduction
mer and Paul ANnithLaurenee'E.

41

A central purpose of this series is to help students in
learning to view society and its problems from both-
economic and political perspectives. This can best be
done through study of specific questions, each pf
which offers an economic and. political analysis of a
disjinct social problem.

Economics and political science are complex intel-
lectual "disciplines," each having an extensive body of
theory and metlpIdology. As such, their applications in
the diverse areas of policy decision-making may leave
the teachersearching for certain -essentials"certain
core ideaswit44 which yo explain matters to the
student, Such essentials an be found in a modest

pumber of basic concepts that mark each discipline.
These are presentedin ,separate statements below,
followed by,a brief discussion or how concepts may be
combined to provide an integrated approach to the
teaching of economics and political science.

\ "-- -
_I .

1. An Ec onoinic Framework for
A alysis of Policy Issues'

I ,
A

It IS' Maill to think of the concepts that form the
basis for economic understanding in terms of several
broad "co cept clusters." The dia,gram provided in
Figure 1 ( age 2) illustrates how these clusters and
various subclusters are combined to form a schematic
framework For economics curricula and instruction.

Every economy, hoWever it may be organized, faces
the fundamental problem that economic resources
(natural resources, human resources, capital goods)
are limited relative to the practically unlimited wants

I

'Ada d from the January 1077 unpublished report prepareti by
W. _ce Han;eh, UhairmanAFrarnework Committee for the Joint
Council on Erdnomic Education Master Curriculum Project.

I
) i

of people in the economy. How people allocate these
resources among many competing human wants varies
greatly among different economic systemsiCone broad
class of systems solves this complexiroblem larg7ly by'
reliance on tradition (e.g., some "underdeveloped"
economies), another one by "command" (e.g.,- the
centralized economies like China and the U.S.S.R.),
and a third class by a decentralized. market mechanism
(e.g the U.S: and most Western European nations).
In reality, most euonomies.are mixed in their use of
the three approaches and in the economic institutions
they have develyped; and the approaches and institu-
tions change with the passage of time. Wg focus
primarily on the American economic system, tut it is
important to recognize that other systems face the.
same central economic problem of scarcity, although,
they deal with it differently.

When examining any economic system it is helpful
to look both at its parts (microeconomics) and the
whole (% acroeconomics)- In microeconomics inde-
pendem--- element's can be 4xplpred such as what
products are produced, how- much a firm produces,
how much income a family earns, or why corn prices'
are what they area But some problems require an
analysis of th6 economy as a whole and thus proceed
from a macro perspective. Here economists examine
aggregates such as general price levels, gross national
products, employment levels, an other phenomena
from a total economy perspectiv .

In our largely private enterprise economy (leaving
government aside for a moment) competitive market
prices are the dominant mechanism used to allocate
scarce resources. Perfect competition rarely exists in
the real world, but ale competitive market provides
us with model of how markets "should" work when
no individual is a big, enough part of the total market -

to have any personal Thfluence on market price.



FIGURE 1
Framework for Analysis of Economic Policies and Issues

Systematic analysis of economic policies requires:

ues Pertaining to
Relative Role of the

Market vs. Government
Action

IDENTIFICATION OF ISSUES

Issues Pertaining
'the Overall

Performance of the
Economy
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Diiiiibut ion of

Income-

KNOWLEDGE & APPLICATION OF BASIC ECONOMIC CONCEPTS

The Economic Proplem

which arises fit ircarcityand the need for choice. and necessitates the 'development gf

I Economic Systems

for resolving problems and issues dealing with what to produce, how to produce, how
much to produce, and how .to distribute the fruits of production:

roeconomics: Resource Allocation,
Income Distribution, etc.

and Macroeconomics: Economic
Stability and Growth, etc.

KNOWLEDGE OF ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS

which provides the factual and -behavioral, ackground needed to apply economic concepts

EVALUATION OF ECONOMIC AtTIONS AND POLICIES

LI
which necessitates distinguishing bet een
6

uestions of Fact or Prediction vs. Questions of Judgment or Values

applying

Measurement Concepts

or assessing econottnic performance;

identifying

Goals/Values

to be used as criteria for evaluating policy alternatives

and

weighing policy cIV_nees in terms of

rade-offs Among Goals



Businesses, in striving to, make profits, try to
produce at the lowest possible cost se.goods and
services -that consumers are willing an abfe to buy,. In

, some cases They also seek to int-thence consumer
demands through acl-vertsing -and othei selling
activities. Producers, in trying to-maximize profits,
draw productive yesources (such as ,labor, land. and

--.--friachinery)-into-thossienterprises-where-the will con-
tribtite most to meeting consumer demands. Whitey

.doing s°,:lltisincseS 'Pay out incorneS to workers, land-
owners, and other suppliers of-produelive services who
are also trying to maximize their economic returns: by
getting the best possible value or price for ,what they
have to offer. These incomes, in turn, make it possible
for income - receivers to bid for goods they want. Thus
markets, in which .prices rise and fall in reponse to
changing demands and supplies, provide the mechanism
which links together consumers and businesses, each
seeking to make the best of their positions and
abilities, yet each dependent upon the other. In eco-
ndmics, this is describhd as a circular flow model of
the economic system. Individuals and-businesses Wig
save part of their income and make these savings
available for investment in new productive facilities or
in huma beings, increase society's capacity to pro-
duce in future years. As s result another circular flow
exists connecting those havAng funds to invest and
those seeking investment of funds.

Iildividual freedom k choice is central ,to the way
the largely decentralized, market-directed American
economy defines its goals and allocates its limited
resources. 'But these individual freedoms, of the,
consumer, .wage-earner, investor and businessperson;
are limited by laWs and by social-institutioer the
protection of the individual and society. Thus, m4ets
and prices, reflecting shifting demand and supply
conditions, are the main regulators of die allocation of
scarce resources in the production of the most desired
goods and servicesi but governments, unions, trade
associations and other institutions help to set and
enforce the rules under which competition takes place,
and'soinetimes_ participate actively in the processes of
production and distribution.

There are two general types of queries fundamental
to understanding policy issues. One concerns questions
of fact or .prediction: What is known about economic
bdhavior? Or, if we undertake some action, what will
be the predicted effects? The other type concerns
questions of jodenent or values: What ought to be
done to alter economic behavior? Should we undertake
a particular policy or not, given that various people
and groups may be differently affecte4? The failure to
distinguish between questions of what is and what
ought to be is the cause of sendless'confusion and can
lead to inappropriate policy analysis.

As we "sort through the vast array of questidns and
issues coming at us from newspapers: television,
political campaigns, and our involvement in economic
life, we find that most of them can be grouped into
tie following.three brow' categories:

One major set of issues concerns the relative role of
private market forces and collective governmental
actions. On these issues we are interested in knowing

-"whao.happens," dr %%kat ,is likely to happen, in
responist to a change in ttic-demand for, supply oft and
the restling price-of individual gobds and services, To
'changes in the supply and demand for labor and
capital?--lo oew-developments-ia.-technology?_These
questions calf for a description of the total eco-

systi or its parts behave under conditions ofgenic

free compttition and varying degrees of. restriction,
Ancither, related set of questions pertains to "what
ought to be done." What ought to be done when
people don't like the higher prices they must pay for
individual products (e.g., oil, gasoline, sugar or tof-
fee)? This involves thinking about. whether to rely
upon the operation of market forces or to rely upon
collective action via government policy ,such as price
ceilings, rationing, special 'taxes, regulation (e.g.,
truth-in-lending, environmental controls), and the like,.
Another. way !of phrasing the question is: When
"should" direct.government action be used to allocate
resources differently from the way the price system
wpuld allocate them? _ For example, should local
government act to allocate energy sources, such as oil
or gas? Should government continue to subsidize ship-
building, farming? Most of these questions concern
economic efficiency. To- consider apprOpriate public
policy abOut such questions, one first must identify the
consequences of choices, analyze them relative to
desired results and values, and then make what is be-

, lieved to be the most favorable policy degision. But
other questions of collective action (elate closely to
economic equity. For example, should government
raise gasoline taxes or rise a direct quota rationing
syitem to allocate relatively limited gasoline supplieev
The former means that people with lower incomes will
be made relati ly worse off while the latter provides
equal amoun of gasoline to everyone, irrespectivesof
their need o ability to pay.

Another rtant- category of-issues relates to the
economy's !overall performance aN reflected by the
rate's of inflatiork unemployment and economic
growth. What "causes" inflation? What "causes': un-
employment? What "should be done" about inflation
or unemployment? What policies should be pursued;
when unemployment and inflation exist-simultaneously?
There is an obvious overlap between these issues and
those'mentioned above':in explaining recent inflation-
and unemppyment. What "Ca ises" economic growth?
What are some of the benefit: nd costs of economic
growth? Wha is the long-run relationship between
economic gm th and re= sources? Between econornit
growth, popu ation 'and. employment? BetWeen
econontic'iorowth and the environment? What is the

pi-late" rate of growth? Should We attempt to
sp up or Mow. down economic growth, or purse a
"no-growth" polic What is the best way to
implement our policies?



A trnrd major category of issues relaks to the distribu-
tion of income produced by the operation of market
arces and the redistributive. effects of government

action. Again, it is important to separate "is" from
"should be" issues. What "is" the current distribution
of income? What produces this distribution? To what
extent does this distribution perVetuate itself? What ils
the effect of exist* and of proposed government
policies on income distribution?- "Should': policies be
adopted' that are designed explicitly to change, the dis-
tribution of income or economic well-being?
"Sh9uld", the tax structure -be made more or leSs
progressive? "Should" schooB continue to be
financed largely by ,property taxes? 'Should policies
dfsigned to improvelconomic efficiency be adopted
it they affect the disfribution,, of income? Should- .
government ubsidize the housing of and low-

;income renters? --These issues appear =to
ly
i7-e, either

Openly or submerged just below e surface, critical t9
virtually all the questions posed aka e. They come up
in any evaluation of how the market _ystem works, in
determining whether collective decisions alter individual
economic- deciSions, and in assessing_ the extent to
which inflation, unemployment and 'growth affect the
general well-being of the population. Who gains and
who loses, and who should gain and who should lose,
best summarizes what is at stake here.

There are sevgral reasons why unequivocal answers
tothese=and similar questions are not readily available.
Economic systems are comdrex, and an understanding
of these sysferps requires a conceptual framework,
factual and cultural information, the application of
analysis, rue, snaking of judgments, and the determin-
ation of action to be taken. Moreover, our ability to
know exactly how effectively the economy and its
components function is limited by difficulties in ob-,
wining accurate and timely measurements of economic
activity. Finally, a variety of unanticipated events
affects economic activity,and,fhereby makes it difficult
to predict accurately the results of specific economic
decisions. Unlike the physical sciences, carefully con-
trolled experiments are difficult to undertake in

economics-.
Even if our understanding f the economy and eco-

nomic decision-making wer vastly improved, we still
could not expect all disagreements on economic issues
and questions to be eliminated. Certainly, some dis-
agreements will be resolved as our understanding is
increased; many disagreements will persist, however,
because of differences in judgments about the actual
or predicted effect of specific decisions; and still
others will reriiain because individual economists, as
do most individuals, adhere to different sets of values_

The heart of economics is decision-makingchoos-
ing among alternatives. But economic decisions are not
made in a vacuum. Rather, they are made in the light
of a-set of goals. These goals vary from one society to
another, from one group to another within a society,
and from one individual to another within a group.
Among the goals most evident in the modern world
and particularly in American society are freedorn, eco-

nomic efficiency, equity, security, stability (full em-
ployment and the absence of inflation) and economic
progress.

FebnomicsleciSion-making entails the- opportunity
cost principle. When decisions are made to use scarce
resources to produce particular goods or services,
opportunity costs refer to what must be given up, 1.
opportunities foregone. A decision to produce me
good means giving up the possibility. of producing
something else. Thus, the opportunity costwhat
could have been produced with the resou'rces'instead--
is the cost of producing that-good. For an individual,
the opportunity cost of something purchased is the
next best alternative which must be forgone, For a-so- -

clety, it is the alteniate.uses to which productive resources so
Could have beer put. =

When a,petson or a.group chooses one good instead
bf another, it is making a trade-offthat is; it is
trading off less p one -thing for more of something
else. Society has to make trade-offs too, e.g., between
its need for more energy ,and its desire to-preserve the-.
environment. Essentially this involves comparing the
various costs and benefits_ of each of the alternatives.
It also involves determining how these costs and
benefits will affect different groups within the eco-
nomic system.

Goals or criteria provide a means of evaluating the
performance of not only an economic system and
parts of it, but also Of existing programs and new
policies under consideration. However, many of the
goals conflict and difficult trade-offs have to be made.
Examples are farm price supports, which promote.

..sdk,urity but reduce efficiency; minimum wage laws,
which can be thought of as equitable but may increase,
teenage unemployment; and wage-price controls,
which may restrain inflation, but also reduce efficienc
and freedom. Economic analysis does not make v ue
judgments in these policy areas, but it does _elp
people to understand the nature of the trade of so
that they can form their own judgments i the -ht of
their own values, Perhaps, most importantly, it en-
courages use of a reasoned approach in dealing with
controversial economic issues.
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7 2. A- Political Science Framework for
Analysis of Policy Issues'

..,
The political scientist uses certain major concepts to

find meaning in the world of politics, These concepts
direct attention to the signifi- L nt qualities of ny po-
litical system and provide mea ures for how ell it is

working. As in other intellectual disciplines, here is
considerable disagreement in olitical scien about

it things are important and how they ould be
,,.

I by ,,tincinciit it politi cal kicnce*vciii% pre1sircd by Paul A
Smith nt S.UN.Y., th nscwitlif nt the oth
political Ncicpt pt,. involved in Ow proicct.



studied. Nevertheless, while political scientists migh
' argueiabout exact kinitions and preferred approaches,

the following concepts provide us with working tools
for political analysis. Each of the problems we shall be
addressing in this series is a problem ofipublic policy,
and thus its solutionor nonsolutiorrmust 'wive
political decision-making. These concepts will pvevide
us means for understanding this process.

The first concept is authority. With this we refer to
the legitimacy that a 'political leader, or procedure, or
policy ha.. A political action is autho -tative to the ex-

c
tent that it is accepted as right and proper by the com-
munity it affects. Authority, therefore, is a relation-
ship that arises not from the will of governors but
from beliefs of the governed. What "dies" a political
decision authority is usually its connection with some
basic, procedure or institution that the community
vied's as 4 fundamental value. Often this is expressed
by some historical event or document. For example,
we say' that the lidi.S. Constitution gives the President
authority to corn _ and the armed forces and the Con-
gress authority to declare war, while neither- has
authority to'do both.

pf course there are many kinds 61-authorityin art,
science; religion, and so forthall involving standards
of performance or truth. The distinctive aspect of
political authority is its relationship to social. power.
"The state,"= we often say, embodies the authority to
make "final" decisions affecting social valites; or,
more specifically, to use coercive force. Political
authority is a tricky concept because it is often
confused with power, and because its exercise almost
always means that some members of the community
must do things they don't want to do. This compli-
cates the quality of approval implied by authoritative
acts. Authority wanes as this complication grows.

Our second concept is power. Power is the capacity
to get persons to do things they would not otherwise
do, with political power activating instrumentalities of
collective sanctionscustomarily the state. Obviously,
power has many sources. It can "come out of the
mouth of a cannon" or it can rest on such forces as
love, money, oratory, knowledge or authority. Like
authority, power is a relationship. It rests on shared
values and unequal resources. Power is authoritative
only when its exercise is accepted as legitimate by the
community. When power goes beyond authority, deep
conflicts occur in the community and governments
must use more force and coercion to sustain them-
selves and carry out policies. We ordinarily think of

,,democratic government as a model in which power
and authority overlap and where explicit procedures of
consent are used to determine authority. The distribu-
tion (who has how much) and exeteise of power are
thus key factors in the way problers of public policy
are handled in the political system. -

Although we have used the term public policy as if it
were a simple and commonly understood concept, in
recent years political scientists have given considerable
attention to its meaning and analysis. One reason for
this is that it is often difficult to know when an action

is or is not part of a "policy," and when nongovern-
mental institutions actually might be "making" policy.
For.our purposes, this third concept refers to patterns
of action by government that ';are directed 'at
recognized social problems. Thus w thiqk c3f public
policy as not one but a series of actions having polit-

4 ical authority and aimed at some coherent set of social
needs. Policy, therefore, is something that-results from
what government does, 'and that reflects t_ power,
values and skills of the political co _unity.

In order to deal with th'-- 'ple!agroj.m and in-
dividual actions that go into policy-making; political
scientists often use the concept of process. This refers
to the dynamic relationshipsespecially the relation-
ships of influenceamong those who take part in the
various steps through which policy is suggested, form-
ulated, authorized, changed, and so forth. Sometimes
the "policy - making process" refers to what happens in
the political system as a whole, and sometimes to ac-
tions leading a particular policy, or set of policies. In
either case, process is always active in nature, and the

term emphasizes that governing or policy-making
cannot be described ada-quately with formal structures
of authority or power.

This brings us to our fifth concept, institutions
well-established and -structured'.; patterns of behavior
through which power is exercise- and governmental
actions are taken. Congress, the Presidency and the
Supreme Court, political parties, elections, regulatory
agencies, and city councilsall are political institu-
tions.' Each such institution is composed of a distinct
structure of rules, procedures, roles, expectations and
rewards; and it serves certain functions. In America
institutional development is well advanced and policy-
making is largely channeled through certain types of
political institutions designed to "produce" policy.
Since institutions are by definition well-established,
and elements- of their structure are often defined by
formal rules (laws), political institutions tend to em-
body large amounts of authority in their respective
areas of jurisdiction. Indeed, we often refer to persons
who hold positions or offiees- in gOvernmental
institutions as "authorities, So strong is this insti-
tutionalization .that political activities outside of them
are often viewed with suspicion, if not outright
opposition. For example, street demonstrations, or
demonstrations in courtrooms, .are= usually treated as
highly controversial and "out of order" in the

American community.
Political institutions, therefore, tell us a lot about

public policy-making. As embodiments of authority,
they are pull-cured channels for political action and
power. They are not only natural targets for those in
the community who wish to influence policies, but also
are guides to who has power in the community. For
example, Congressional committees are the focus of
political activity on the part of those community in-
terests over which the committees have jurisdiction,
while these same committees usually become biased in
favor of these same interests. The same thing happens
to regulatory agencies. It is easy to see, therefore, that



most policy processes occur in and around institutions.
Moreover, important relationships develop between
political institutions and those of other typeseco-
nomic institutions, for example. Business corpora-
tions, labor unions, and markets have close and com-
plex ties to political institutionstranging from com-
mittees of Congress and federal regulatory agencieto
small-town governments.

Our sixth and last concept is politcal participation.
By this we mean activities that arc part of political
decision-makingdecisions supported by the power
and authority of the state. The first point to be made
about participation ix its diversity. Voting is probably
the form of participation that most Americans would
think of before any other, since tree elections are an
institution in America. But for those of us. interested
in public policy-making, other forms of participation
are more psefulwriting letters to Congressmen,
direct lobbying, or contributions to political cam-
paigns, for example. Bribing, or assassinating, or pro-
viding information to government officials are.other
examples. These, remind us that some forms of par-
ticipation are more legitimate, more costly, and more
effective than others.

A logical resiilt of these thiluis is the second point
about participation: some members of the community
participate more than others. Although it is not easy
to summarize the enormously complicated nature of this
point, as a rule those persons ,who have gyeater re=
sources of wealth, or skill, or status can and do par-
ticipate more and with greater effect than persons who
have fewer of such resources. The fact that this gen-
eralization can be made for every kno. political
syStem has obvious implicativims for the distribution of
power, the nature of policy-making, and The outcomes
associated with policies. Democracies prick themselves
on expanding participation, and this is a public value,
in the United States. Even so, the general relationship
between resources and participation remains.
Moreover, some areas_ of policy-making have more
participation than others. For example, fewer
Americans "decide" the level of defense expenditures
each year than where bridges will he built over inland
waterways. Participation must he measured and
judged not only in terms of amount, but also in terms
of quality and breadth. Soule men and women might
participate with great intensity (and effect) in a rela-
tively narrow area of policy, while others might par-
ticipate over a wider range and with less effectiveness
in any one area. Thus political participation is many-
faceted and complex.

Looking back on the six concepts that we have
singled out for special emphasis in the understanding
and application of political science, v,'e !-;ee that each
one in itself has a good chance of becoming an arena
of controversy in the policy-making process: Does a
particular policy represent an "abuse, or a maldistri=
billion, of power"? Did the policy process wrongly
exclude deserving groups in the community? Does
government intervention constitute a "misuse of
authority" or the "abridgment of rights"? for ex=
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ample. The reason for th s that these concepts not
only involve the descrip can and analysis of politics,
but the evaluation of politics as well.Oach carries with
it values anOtitndardsFlow much power is good?
What extent of authority is proper? Who should
participate, and in what way? And beyond this is the
question of political cyfectiveness, the capacity of the
political system to act, to work, and.get things done.,
Remember that Mussolini was originally complimented
because "he got the trains to run on time." (Which
later turned our to he questionable.) So the effective-
ness of a governing arrangement, or of a public policy,
also becomes .(and hardly surprisingly) a criterion of
value.

Finally, we are left with the -question, "What is
politics?" Political (or "public") authority, power,
process, policy, institutions and participation all in-
volve conflicts of value. Politics is the working out of
these conflicts so that policies are made and govern- .
clients can function, to democracies politics is

marked by bargaining, compromise and accommodw
lion, and it is this meaning of politics that is most
common in America. In cases where there is policy
unanimity within a 'political community, there is no
polinC-s, while policies that are imposed on a com-
munity also have no place for politics. Politics, there-
fore, occurs where there is conflict over social policies
and where these conflicts are resolved with a minimum
of value loss to any particular interest. Some members
of the comrritmity will win, others will lose. Some will
get more than others. But the gains,and losses will be
limited by the process of polities. Politics is often
looked upon as a necessary evil, with suspicion and
skepticism. But as you consider the different problems
of public policy, ana the conflicts and controversies
over solutions that divide the community, imagine
what policy-making would be without polities. It
would be policy=making of absolute unanimity or ab-
solute coercion, or both. Neither of these is consistent
with our basic ideals of individuality and the free and
vigorous expression of ideas.

3. Integrating Economics and
Political Science

While economics and political science are separate
disciplines, it is important to keep in mind that they
have much in common, and that in effective analyses
of public policy they almost always must be used to-
gether. Indeed, "Political Economy" has a long and
distinguished tradition as an intellectual discipline it-
self The similarities and differences between eco-
nomics and political science are summarized in Figure"2.

Both economics and political science are concerned
with human values, and with -thOdecisinns about these
values that have social consequences. Both disciplines
are social sciences, which means that both have similar
standards of 'scientific logic, evidence collection, and



FIGURE 2

THE SUBJECT MATTER OF POLITICAL ECONOMY:
A Framework for Analysis of Political-Economrc Policies and Issues

ECONOMICS
(Economic Science)

FOUNDATION

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEM
(Wants Resources 4- Scarcity, i.e., our wants exceed
available resources and therefore scarcity exists)

POLITICS
(Political Science)

THE POLITICAL PROBLEM
(Conflicts of interest)

THUS

I. Political economy is the study of the methods by which society

employs its resources (human, capital, natural, time) productively
for the fulfillment of human wants.

Economics is "Judy of tow a society decide's
a. What to produce (Le, what wants to ftiltilll and how

much to produce

b. How to produce most efficiently (i.e., how to allocate
resources most productively to their alternative possible uses)

c. For whom to produce (i.e., who is to get what and hose much
and how is this to be decided)

resolves (conflicts of interest ove
values; thus a study of power.

Toward thesethesevnds

Politics is a study of how a society decides
a. What goal values are to be sought ,and given authority

b. How societies are to be organized for the pursuit and use of
power and authority (i.e., mechanisms for resolving conflict-
ing values, achieving social goals)

c. For whom the organization exists (i.e.. who gets what; whose
goals are served?)

he authoritative allocation of

Political economy is the study of social problems relating both to the functioning of the organization as a whole and
to its particular institutions.

Both Economics and Political Science usually employ a problems approach involving three steps

a. Definition of the ProblemWhat desired goals are believed to be inadequately served by exi- g institutions?
How does "what is" conflict with what many think "ought to he"?

Economics is concerned with problems relating particularly to the goalsof
I. Efficiency and productivity

2- Growth

3. Stability (both full employment and general price stability)

4. Security
5. Equity in the distribution of income

politics is concerned with problems relating particularly to the goalsof
I. Justice in the exercise of power

2. Equity in the distribution of power (income, deference.
security, influence)

3. Freedom (both limits on the use of power and access to
resources needed to realize individual potential).

4. Effectiveness

b. Understanding of the problemWhat concepts, what analytical tools, what facts do economics and political
science have to contribute to an understanding of the problem and its proposed solutions?

What do we know abat how productively resources are being cm= What do we knowabout value conflicts (i.e.. conflicts of (nterest)
ployed for the fulfillment of human wants related to the problem and reed to the problem, how they are being resolved, and the resulting
the consequences for other values? allocation and use of power?

e. Public policy alternativesWhat are their economic and political Mint cations? How may -in n. , as individuals
and groups, influence policy decision-making?

What will be the probable consequences, both in the short run and long
run (the seen effects and the unseen), for the economic goals stated
above?

Thus what policy alternatives

I.e., a more optimal allocation (use) of resources (so that Their
marginal value products in all alternative uses are equal).

Who is proposing what and why? How does private interest relate to
public interest? What are the probable consequences for the political
goals identified above?

ill bring the greatest net realization of values?

I.e., restitution of the problem with a minimum value loss to any partici-
pant and a maximum value gain to all.

Which policy alternative is most compatible with one's economic philosophy (i.e., one's view of the
proper tole of government in relation to the economy)?

Should government's role m the economy nded or contracted.
It so, where'?

(an government he effectively isrganiletl iii s,erse the roles assigned
to it? f low?

d. ion=i title k

Flow does one act as consumer, producer, as a member of an interest
group to bring about desired changes?

Hiiw may one as a citizen or leader participate in lobo
Pffective in bringing abbot desired changes?

o he most
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the construction of theory. In short, they share a
common emphasis on verified explanations of patterns
of social life, Both, therefore, are concerned with
social problems. See Part II M Figure 2 for a

summary of the four steps in a rational approach to
the study of social problems.

But the two disciplines differ in their framewoi-k for
analysis, institutions, fundamental concepts, and Che

type of evidence or "data" they most commonly em-
pldy. Economists and political scientists have there=
fore developed different .areas of expertise, Econo-
Mists are experts on 'the vast array of stable and
changing conditions that are related to the distribution
and exchange of'koods and services. They concentrate
their attention- on the institutions or arenas where
thek economic decisions take place. The most notable
of, these are what economists call -mar,kets," with
their' component buyers and sellers. Their data arc
commonly in the form of units of economic value
moneyunits that have the great advantage of pre-
cision and comparability.

Political scientists, on the other hand, are experts on
the distribution and use of social power, and on the
institutions through which that power is mobilized and
made- authoritative. Most notably, these are institu-
tions of government, political parties, and elections.
Since there are no measures of power or authority
comparable to that of money and market values,
political: scientists use various forms of data to study
politics, --,includitg,votes; opinion surveys, laws, and
judicial clecision:s. It is also true that just as economists
recognize that actions of government affect economic
conditions' directly and indirectly, political scientists
know that economic resources arc resources of social
power, and that ec nomic issues, arc a major element
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of politics.
Insofar as alternative social goals can be assigned

economic values, an& markets exist in which these
'values can be expressed and measured, economic pro-
cesses and analyses are effective means for achieving_
social policies. Cost-benefit analysis remains a classic
way to choose among alternative human values and
policy goals.

When, however, human values cannot be measured
as "economic goods,- or when markets are for some
reason (such as monopolies) not effective in their
pricing and distributiori functions, then policy
decisions tend to be moved from the economic to the
political arena. The realm of politics can encompass con-
flicts among alternative human values and social goals of
all sorts, with the resulting policies being enforced through
the power and authority of government. For each of the
social problems treated in this series, you will find it
interesting to observe how-both economic and political
factors contribute to both the causes and possible
solutions of the problems, and how economists and
political scientists analyze, in their own ways, what the
problems are and how tIey might be solved.

While we recognize the importance of the other
social sciences and the extent to which they enhance
one's understanding of public problems and issues,
our aim here...is to combine only two of these dis-
ciplines, economics and political science. The teacher
resource_materials contained in this and other units in
the series provide concrete illustrations of how eco-
nomics and political science may be combined for
purposes of enabling students (I) to analyze and
understand policy issues and (2) to participate effec-
tively in the political process through which policy
alternatives are examined, promoted and acted upon.



To ic Overview
Health Care for Whom?

Laurence E. Learner and Paul A. Smith

Definition-,of the Problem
A social problem exists- when "what is" conflicts

with what many people think "ought to be when the
facts of our living differ from our-values, when many
think something is wrong with society or its institu-
tions. Although some people think that health and
health services in this country are satisfactory or even
excellent, many think otherwise. Whether a serious
problem really exists or not, our students will live in
an age in which health' care is certain to bc,one of our
major political-economic issues.

The study of any problem should ,begin with trying
to see clearly what is-wrong in the eyes of those who
are disturbed, including certainly our own students,
their families and community. This we will briefly do ,
next. Then we will turn to economics and to political
science to help us furlher to clarify the -nature of the
problem as viewed from their unique perspectives.
Finally, before delving more deeply into the back-
ground of the issue, we shall try to clarify further 'just
what our goal is, i.e., what Is this health we aspire for?

The-Problem from the Peispective of the 'Layperson
(and probably also our students)Many people feel
that a national health crisis is upon us. It is composed
of many personal and family crises when serious sick-
ness or infirmities strike. Even the healthy oftenlive in
fear of unexpected medical bills not covered by in-
surance. The following are some of the facts on which
the layperson's sense of crisis is based. You and your
students will probably be able to add concrete personal
evidence, especially on the first two points_

.1. Health care is very costly and k 'hecorfitirr g= more
so.'A short routine visit to a doctor's office is likely to
cost $10 or more and a thorough physical exam
perhaps up to $125 or more, In 1975 hospital costs
rose 18.2 rkrcent in just one year to a national average

of $128.26 a day for each patient, or approNimately
$1,000 for a typical stay of eight days,' What does it
cost in your community? Add to the figures above the''
physician's fees, special drug, perhaps a needed
private nurse; and so on: Ydur medical and hospital
bills may well mount to .many thousands of dollars,-
and health insurance at its hest will probably cover
only part of this. Each of us consequently faces the
possibility of a medical bill that could wipe out a year
or more of earnings, perhaps a lifetime of savingi, or
that might impose such a cost on our families or
community.

2, -There are many 40/ages of medical services.
Tr to find a doctor to make a house call, even in an
afergs -y. Indeed in many communities, try to, find a

general practitioner at all (while the number of physi-
tians has been increasing, thst percentage providing the
primary care of the generalist haS been declining). Or
if you live in one of the less affluent states, try to find
'a specialist. Or in many rural or inner-city areas,' try'
to find a physician of any kind. Medical services are
poorly distributed in relation to'the people 'who-need
them. Shortages are common, while there are surpluses
of doctors in same suburban areas. What -is the
situation in your community? -

3. The-cost of 16ublicly provided medical services is
mounting rapidly. From World War iI until 1966 govern-
ment expenditnres for health care rose along with private
expenditures. Publicy provided medical services cost
slightly over 20 percent of all health expenditures.
Then in 1966 came Medicare and Medicaid. Govern-
ment expenditures mounted. 'indeed, in 1975 Medicare
expenses rose 30 percent 'over the prior year and

'For Ow Iowa liptirc% on- icl ,,iatiqical
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Medicaid 25 per,cent. In I-975 all government expendi-
tures for health.had risen to.42 percent of total health.
expenditures. As a result, almost ip percent of all
government expenditures, federal, -state and local,
.were for health. This means higher taxes and /or
higher payroll deductions. .------

4. Our tbtal national expenditures fors health are
mounting. In 1950 4.6 percent. of our q,NP- Was de-

-voted to health see-vices. This rose to 8.3 percent in
1975 and, is,exke,cted to. rise to peihaps 10 percent by.
1980.. We as a nation are spending over S-100 billion `a
yearl for health care; in 1975 we spent $1-18 billiii for
an average of $547 per capita or $2,188 for a fail/' of
four. Inflation is' part of the expkartation for 'these
mounting expenditures. But in 1974,- for exainple, tt e
cost of health care services rose more than 'twice as
fast as the rise in the overall cost of livings11 is high'
time for us to try to see what is liappenirig. Are we
demanding and "eating / a:. rapid increase and
improvement in th health services? Or is this a "sick-
industry absorbin an increasing share of our national
product Nit doiRglittle more to earn it? k t

Enough,' then, of this preliminary review of the
' nature of the problem nationally, and also in our com-

munity and in the hones of our s dents. all the
furor over the high cost of m dical care simply
another episode in the persistent human quest of
something for nothing and of scapegoats for the fact
of scarcity?.Is it a _problem blown all out of propor-
tiontion by politicians seeking issues t9 win votes? is it a
problem brought o by self-seeking interest groups out
after more of file national product for themselves? Or
is it a crisis k.vhich is inevitable whenever a nation
changes its priorities and employs the political process
to, develop new .-and better organizational means to
serve emergihg goals? Indeed, is it a problem which

, should concern our young people at all? if there is a
problem, have. the social scienceseconomics and
political science in particularanything to contribute
to its understanding, and ultimately to its solution or
alleviation? As the, Introduction states, it is the central
purpose of both economics and political science to
help us to use analytical concepts to understand
and thus to act upon7--problems of public policy.

The Problem from an Economic PerspectiveEco-
nomics is the study of the economy, i.e.,- of the
organization of societOto cope with the basic econom-
ic Aroblem. The economic problem Arises from the
fact that, given the state of technology, our wants are
greater than can possibly be satisfied using available
resources: ,natural resources, man-made capital re-
sources human resources, and time. Scarcity, i.e.,
limited resources, is a fact of life; We must therefore
chqose among the alternative uses to which resources
may be put. Somehow societies must operate within an
economy, an economic system, to try toimake the best
use of their scarce resources in the fulfillment of
human wants. You will recall (or if you do not, you
should review) that the concepts italicized above ate
ones stressed in the Introduction to these units as the -,t
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basic cone_ is of economics. A .central goal of your
jnstructio should be to assist your studems to under-
stand d use them in the context of this problem,

On of our very important wants is for health and
thus for goods and services (doctors, nurses, health
teachers, hospitals, clinics. ,etc.) Which help to preserve
or improve ourselves. It would be great if health were
a free good, if we could all be arid remain healthy
without even trying. S6rnetimes we can. Among the
free ,gifts of nature (if we do not contaminate or mis-
use them)1 are the sun, the outdoors, the Air, cur
generally healthy bodies all of which can contribute
to our physical and mental health, ,trideed one of_the-
problems of interesting many students in health is akin
they are of an 'age in which they are probably, enjoying,
these free gifts without much -concern for their po-

, tentiaL loss..
But in part good health is not free. As civilization

advances, we fin& that; we use more of our scarce
resources to preserve land protect the health we have.
Wtry to improve our knowledge of our physical and
mental selves. We spend more on technologies 'And
`facilities to improve and make more broadly available
Our .health services. Therefore, a large and growing
sector or our economy is devoted to the satisfaction of
out wantsjor health.

The several basic questions around which we study
economies as wholes have their counterparts itr- the
study of a sector of the econonyy such as health.

What shall be produced and how much? What
health services do we want? How much of our
national effort should-be directed to meeting our
vonts for health'? (always I remembering that
scarcity dictates that more and betterAbctors,
hospitals, public health facilities, healtht-'cdu
tion, free services for the aged and/or poor
usually provided at the "cost" of other highly
desired goods and services and each other)
Review the opportunity cost principle as described
in the Introduction.
How shall these goods and services be produced?
flow are health services best organized by indi-
vidual family doctors, by clinics, by joint practices,
through hospitals, by health maintenance organi-
zations? What is the most efficient use ,Of re-
sources within the health industry? Flow ban zur
resources best be used to -produce the health
goods and services we desire? What -is the op-

- timum bala'nce of alternative and competing ways
to produce what we want, e.g., of health research
vs. health service, improved and expanded medical
education vs_ in the schools,
more hospital rooms vs. more clinics, more aid
to the aged vs_ preventive medical services
for the young?
For whom Anil the g_ oods and services be pro-
duced, i.e., how shall the output be distributed?
Who should have access to health services? Who
should be served by the most skilled people and
in the best facilities? Are there people+ who should



receive no services at all? Is there 'a human right
to health? (If so, why?) How much? What'quality?
And if there are not enough resources for all

,(there will not be), who shall 'be served, and ul-
tirnately who ghatl live and "\v'tto shall die? An-
other sicte of this thiid ,i-s-- how mach
should be paid to doctors, 'nurses, medical aides,
pharmacists, health teacher%, 9r those in another
health care role? This ddiermines,whai share of
our total national product each will receive as*
compensation for his or 'her .services, and how
much health care will be available_.\

The problem of health thus relar'es' to several co-
nomic goals identified in thelntrodiptionxFirst anti
perhaps foremost it relates to thezoal pf efficiency.

e. Are we making the best use of our available resources?
Are human resources (doctors, dentists, nur7ses, teach-
ers: aides) employed where they are most ereeded and,.
in ways in which they are most productive?

Second, health relates t ache economic goal of prog-
ress and development. sickly people cannot be as
productive as they rni t be. A growing economy is
more likely to have the resources, to devote to better
health.

Thild, this problem relates vitally to economic security.
The threat of sickness and its costs, endangers the se-
curity of many households, not only because of pos-
sible medical costs but also due to the possible cost
of one's very employment.

Fourth, and related to all three of the goals mea-
tioned above,' the question Of "health care for whom?"
relates also to the goal of equity, i.e., justice, which is
also a political problem_ Is adequate health care a
human right? Are we providing adequate care for all?
If not, are we sharing it fairly? What is fair or equit-
able? How_much should those who provide medica_
services be paid? Should those who render a very
valuable service be paid more of do they have an ob-
ligation becauise of their skill to serve their fellows
more?

Finally, the problem of health rebates to freedom.
The ill are not effectively free to work, to develop
themselves, to enjoy the opportunities of life. Should
the well or the young be free from having to con=
tribute to the health care of the less fortunate? This
issue is I component part of the political concept of
freedom.

Throughout all these questions the 'basic eLon,ottuc
problem identified above 'and its corollary, the oppor-
tunity cost principle, per'vade. There is a scarcity of
resources for health. More health services are at the
"cost" of oiher desired goods and services: education,
housing, recreation, etc. More .preventive medicine
i-nay be at the -cost" of improved therapeutic bealth
care, Our interdepevient economic world Is so often
cruel world, Alinost'every good seems to cost another
good, Everywhere there are trade-offs among goals.
Every solution seems to activate other problems. We
must choose. We cannot have our cake and ,eats_it too!
We may not be able to devote all the resouiices to

health care eve would Ike and a oThave the aihny other
goods'and services we value.

The erdhomi perspective exists to' alert us td our
choices and their consequences. Since we cannot have
the velk-best of free-health` r all, the problem is toL)
develop the health service s_e r of our economy so
that the best use is niade of 4 resources that are em.

,.
'tilifiyed there rather than, win other desirable ways. An,
important aim in teaching should be 'to'help students's,
to see and understand-the ealth service sector of our

'onomy in the cbritext o the many other desirable
goods and kgrvices we seek, 1

.

The Problem fromt a Political PerspLtiveT
provision -of health services is basically an econoin c
problem, i.e., it concerns making the.best'use of xibr
resources for the renderings of desired hellth-related
goods and services. But conelictS of interest are in-
volvtid in any dttempted solution to the problem, as
are concepts of freedom and equality. Political science
providEs ph. indispensable perspective For seeing and
understanding .theie conflicting interests aid valuqs,
and for understandIng the process by which solutions
.are to be sought and the 'roles in this process you or
your studeints ?nay-play.

Let us review very briefly, it-i the context of this-
problem, the several basic political 'concepts explained
irT'the IntroduCtiOn. They will be italicized when firt
used ,pelow.,Vitatly involved in every problem are people,
and groups with different inter sts, and probably dif-
Went 'values.' Politics is the rocess by which these
value. confliFts are resolved t rough authority, i.e.,
through procedures and institutions that the com-
munity accepts as proper channels of social power.
Power is the prime mover in politics. It is seen whe
individuals and groups get others to do things they
wottld not otherwise choose to do. When power is ,

exercised so that authoritative units of government act
to achieve recognized social goals fhe result is public

/%-_ policy_ The involvement of individuals and groups in
these political processes 'is called participation, and
itable patterns of authority and action that emerge in
the exercise of power are called political institutions.
All of these concepts are applicable to problems of
health.

While we are all in broad agreement on the value
of health, we are not in agreement on its value com-
pared with other competing goals. (How many of your
sit nts would give up a car or drive 'More slowly

ir or stop smoking in order- to have a clinic at school?)
We disagree on the relative importance of different
emphases on health. (Should there be fewer doctors
in your co munity so that ?nore, are available where
nded mor ?) We disagree on how much we should
pay for health services and on how much those who
provide these services should be paid. (Should a short
visit to the.doefor cost so much?) The healthy and
the young probably see less need for health care than
the sick or aged, especially if health care-for others
will "eost".the healthy and young goods and services
they value. (Would your students gladly pay higher
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es so, that the aged and poor
td for?) Likewise, the ric who

buy qtfality health tare, 021
providing. care of the same qu

might be better
,Are now able to

cot of
'a Do your

students think that' we should
medical teenolog' freely ava
nie'ans much higher taxes ott all, inclu ing.the yryung7)
Thu ,conflicts of hirefests abound in the areajeof nati n-
al hearth policy. Pornics Us the process ,by Wtich th
conflictR are resolved and eathonitalive. public, policy
fotinulated.p

.0ne-yiew polities is that it inIlleVes privire services.
tere4s iring -rationalized in terms of the public good.
The "pulilic good"Aus legitimizes a t vision or pol- Health us a Goal:- fts Meanfng anWDerefrninants
icy. For exampleefeachers should be paid more (our
private interest) because thereby our society will have
better schoolst7(public goOd). Or young people should
not be faxed to pay medical costs of the poor (possibly
yoU,students' private interest) because such a system will

ster a: nation of Irresponsible Ard lazy individuals
(public cast). 4...

Employing this perspective, we shall set, the con-
flicting interests involved in the problem -of health
care (those of the doctors, Ahe medical specialists:, the
nurses, the public health igencies, the patients, the
public). Many of these or their spokesmen will be

'busily engaged in polities, i.e., in rationalizing.theNn-
terests in tics of the public good and then partici-

tic policy-making, exercising power within health but also mental health, we. acceQt the WHO
upon frameWork oil authority. It is inn- definition, we will b'e concerne not only withrphysical

ents to see that self-interest iss.hot merely ,and .mental well-being but also with social'.well- being.
something that other selfish interest groups espouse; it So defined, our goal ,is broadened to be aliaost equiv-
is their Own (and even you'r and my)human na- alent to the good society.
ittre..Mosi of its are blind tt this fact since we becloud Similarly, means to this'end, whethen,marrowly or
ou'r own self-interest by our bel4 that what is good' for broadly defined, are more varied than first
us is really good for society.

Thu a central goal of our instruction should be to..
alert our students to see themselves as ,politrcal crea-
tures. The political perspective should help us to
understand ourselves and society better, and helppus But another strategy, and probably a better one if
tq, Way a more constructive and understanding role in possible, is to use resources for the prevention of
the political progess by which our conflicts of value . disease or infirmity. Their prevention involve
are resolved and the general welfare and real interests more than medical palliatives. sThel ysical environ-
or most individuals ale best served.

Finally, and very importantly, the political perspec-
tive should assist us and our students to discover how
we personally fit into the political process and thus
how .i,t may be more constructive and effective par-

,- ticiparrts in public policy-making to implement the
values we stand for. What organized interest groups
(if any) really are employing politicaVpower effectively
in the service of our goals? What roles may each of us
play in the political process, as an opinion leader,
as an opinion follower; as a.citizen? And perhaps the
ultimate and hardest question of all regarding political
participation, how may the layperson recognize the
competent and responsible authority on matters of
t-luttlic policy related to health care? Are there guide-
lines by which the great majority of us, who necessarily
know less about national health problems and policy,
can be guided by specialists and leaders who really

k o
Neit economics nor poVtical science caroprpvide,

final efinitive answers tq the questions above. Our-
goal in instruction can ther )fore be. onlytto activate

ew expensive pur students' interest in thesimatters. We hoe that as
---_,_}.i .tl if. to dolsq, a result they_ will he more, understanding, thore de.

...mending' of the economists, politieaf seien/ists and
political-dnd)aptlic leaders who specialize hi the-study
of national Itqalt-i policy. For it-is they who must leacks

fort iultionLof =better ways to implement out
nd often cc flicting gbals regarding health

.Sometipes the simpliest concepts turn out to-be the
most .amplex. What initially stems self-evitrent we
find we really do not understand. Probably it is this
way with the .concept -health," Thus as we conclude
our preliminary formulatiorrifof the probl6m we should
ask ourselvis just What we mean by "health- as a goal.

The World Hearth Organization (WHO) defines
health as -a' state of ,complete physical, mental an
social well-being and -not merely. the absence of dis-
tre9s,.or i t irmity" Tiv customary view of "-health" is
probably e latter, 1.e., absene'e of distress or in-
firmity. A mtrit of tbZ WHO definition is that it re-
minds us that health as'A-goal rna5(be mucff more.

Health as a goal may eonce,fn t only physical
gating in p
the- agree
portant for

s.

Disease and infirmity are most directly attar by
curative or corrective medicine. Basically and mini
ally, health as a goal involves an attempt to provide
resources for the cure of our typical ills and accidents.
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went is an additional source poor health: en-
vironmental Ipollutioh, dangerous cars and highways,
slums,- poor sanitation, for example. So also is our
cultural environmer?t: poverty, cigarette smoking, drugs,
overeating, drinking, careless driving, passive spectator
sport and TV viewing, etc,

The auto i4 a greater killer and maimer of humans
than almuSt any disease. So is the cigarette. So are
overeating (in developed nations) and starvation (in
most of the rest of the world), So are poorly balanced f,
di'ts. Poverty, and frequently associated with it, bad
nutrition, substandard housing, inadequate sanitation,
and poor educatiOn- are certainly important correlates
of poor health.Some may even argue that the medical
drama which so permeates our television makes hypo
chondriacs of many of us and thus harms our mental
well-being.

The point of all this is that health as a goal involves



much To an merely keeping physically well And
the maintenance of a "healthy society" and cure of its
physically, mentally and socially sick requires much
More thaw merely more and better health services. IFor

ample, progratps ..tb alleviate. poverty or to pirovide
. better health" eddcation may be better cures ,for or

preventativees of sickness than would be improv;c1 or
more broadly available medical services- means
that the economic problem of health'is-groader than
we First envisioned: It may involve the better alloca-
tiMi and use of all resources' for (he attainment of
many social goals._ Similar 'with, the political prob-
lem Health is related to 't e resolution of conflicting

interestspnd goals by loci ty as whole,

Background and Analysis Relat ng to the Problem
Enough then of the broad definition of our problen}

We must not let our knowledge of the complexity
and broad:scope 'of the problem betorrie our ration-

4 k
ration-

alization for dOing nothing, relying pn freedom and
market forces alone. -Knowledge canoe at the -cost"
of action; rather Qur goal With our students should
be to make knowledge .d ktUis for .informed and re-
sponsible acactili. But before turning to peoposed polidy
alternatives 4d' problems of choosing among them,
we shall skefcli. further background. we shall first.
biiefly review our current.programs and policies. Then
we will in turn r :view the economics of ihe- health
industry and thOpoiiticS, including the .serest F roups
involved therein. We recommend, indeed urge that
you read aloft with the materials that fdillOw the
JCEE's Economic Topics pamphlet on The'Economics
of Health Care. Part One, "The Health Care System"
relates particularly to.this section.

Our Current' ,Programs as Revealed by their Fi
nancingIn 1975, as we pointed out above; we were in
this country 'spending $547 per capita on personal
health care. But for your students and all persons
under 19 years of age the average health expenditures
were $212 per capita; for those between the ages of
19 and 64, S472; and Tor persons 65 years of age or4.
older over $1,360. 'Think about these figures for a
moment. In 1975 per capita disposable' personal income
(i.e., average income per person available to spend or
save after taxes) was approximately $4,750. Almost
one-tenth of what we have 'to spend goes for health,
And health costs are highest in_ the later 'years when
incomes are generally declining. Like education for the
young, medical: expenditures for the aged cannot al-
ways be paid for by the recipient when he or she is
served. Somehow their costs must be shifted to others
or paid for when the recipient has an adequate income.
Roughly only one-third of the average per capita an-
nual health costs is paid directly by the patient. Ap-
proximately one-third is paid by the average patient's
private insurance planfor this the individual and/or
his or her employer have been paying premiums. The
remaining third of personal health costs is paid by the
government: and thus by taxes. Let us look more fully
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into these last two- thirds,. first the financing if personal
health care through private insurance and secondly
through government. \.

Approxiffiately three-fouAhs sif the civilian popu-
lation have some fortil of privat, health insurance. Of
these civilian private insurance owners, 42 per nt are
insured with Blue Cross /Blue Shield, 62 percent with
ofih r private insurance companies, and 6 percent

alth Maintenance Organizations (the total is
above 100 percent because some ha\'e insurance in
more than one category). Three-fourths of all these
private insurance owners are insured by their place of
employment; with the employer paying part or all of
the premium's.

Blue Cross covers hospitallcosts. It employs a service
benefit approach,- Le., it pays the hospital (he 'twat
cost for allowed services, e,g., for a' semiprivate room.
Thus as hospitals charge more for this service, premiums
for this coverage -rise. Blue Shield covers surgichl.
costS,but on an intIemnity basis, i.e., paying a specified
amount per designated operation with the patient
paying the remainder--- Thus as surgeons' charges rise,

0 the patient pays the.whole amount of- the increase.
Private insurance companies usually employ the in-

demnity approach3ti covering both a patient's hospital
and surgichlscosts. But in addition to. Blue Cross/Blue
Shield or pri'vate insurance company hospital and
surgical coverage, one may also purchase (or his em-
ployer-may purchase for him)" Major Medical coverage.
It is to assist in =very high expenses not covered by the
above polithes. For example, it may pay expenses after
$15,000420,000 per family member. Then it usually
provides for deductibles (i.e., for the patient paying a
certain percentage of cosh above the deductible
amount, often 20-25 percent).

The 5 percent of the insured civilian p ulation
who belong to Health Maintenance Org- iizations
(HMO's) have a very different arrangem nt. The
HMO has its own staff of physicians a.ri usually
its own hospital. Thus it generally fully very all
allowed hospital and surgical costs on a-service basis.
Physicians tire not paid a fee-for-service rendered but
rather a salary (like teachers for example). Differing
from Blue Shield and most private insurance contracts,
nonsurgical physicians' services are also covered, e.g.,
clinic, office, and sometimes even home visits. As their
name implies, HMO's are concered with preventive
medicine and thus encourage physical checkups and
health maintenance visits by its members by charging
no fee-for-service.

In summary, Health Maintenance Organizations are
financed fully by sponsoring companies and usually by
membership fees charged to the insured- Blue Cross/
Blue Shield and other private insurance plans are-usually
financed jointly by employers and the insured, but
with the latter picking up part of the hospital/surgical
costs. In general, the insured pay approximately one-
third of their total personal medical costsoften
around 20 percent of their hospital costs, 60 percent
of that physicians' charges, and an even larger per-
centage of their drug, nursing home, and dental costs.



T,Ile third of all personal medical costs that is fi:
nanved. by the government consists o programs par-
ticularly for t aged and for the poor. Fiist there is

Me_Medicare. Me jure is a government-sponsored social
ins -raircepthg Am in which eligibility is based on age,'
n - eel One must be 65 ob. older. Like NIL ...Cross/

its benefits (all into two parts. Part A
ciNvtd flar.ohbspitalizati6n and related services. It

iabiYies _seolNice benefit approach"(elg., covering
§piilal penses for the first 90 !lays) with cost-
a'. Pal=e b (relates to physicians( servie rt too

combirfes servitype benefits with cost4Wring. For
examplethere is a deductible amount the individual
must plus a coinsurance provision by which the
MdiVidual pays 20 percent of the amou nt' above the
deductible sum. Part A.(hospitalis'fipaticed by a payi
roll tax. Part B (physicians' services) is voluntary and
involves a monthly premium paid one=h II = pe
son and one-half Irom public fund>. ._

Medicaid is a-federal/state governmentally suppor 7(.1
program of public assistance' to persons on welfare.,

It covers hospitalization, physicians' services, and
nursing care: Medicaid, differing from Medicare: ap-

plies to all ages. For further and more up=io=date
information on Medicare or Medicaid see a recent al-
rnanat and yearbook.

Economics of Health The pr of providing
adequate health care is bSth, economie. .,.`e simply
do not have enough human and material resources
to satisfy all our desires relating to health and also
our many other desires, The economic problem of
scarcity exists, Also we may not he making the most
efficient use of the M4tiurces sse now devote to health.'
Vfreiency, remember, is the central goal to which
economics relates, In this section we will briefly

- survey our health services just as economists would
survey any industry. First we will take an overall view
of health services as an industry. Then we will look at
the demand for health services, the supply, and finally
the resulting prices and the allocation of resources
in other wArds=at the market. We recommend, indeed
urge, that you read along with this section the JCFE's
The Economics of Health Care, pp, 1-7, where this

It topic is developed more fully.
Health services are the third largest industry in the

United States, Indeed in 1970 one out of every 20 per-
sons employed .in the nation was in the health services.
It is probably higher today. We tend to- "chink of health
services as being rendered by physicians. Rut actually
there are approximately 12 other persons employed
for every physician (3 clerks, 3 aides or orderlies, 2
nurses, I practical nurse, I cleaning person, I medical
or dental tecitinielan, and I food preparer). It is prob-
able that many of your students will he so employed.
Indeed, they should be alerted to the many skilled and
challenging occupational areas in health services: e.g..,
nurses, medical- technicians, dietitians, skilled them-

.

pints, paramedics. In addition, there are closely related
occupations in, for example, the pharmaceutical in-
dustry, health education, hospital administration, hos-

pital'arcliteeture, and even medical economics,i.--
Two girds Of those employed in the 'health services

lire ern ed in hospitals apd nursing hom'es. Thus
these I t the many doctors'( and dentists' offices,
the drug itores, find clinics are'the places of mhss
for the medical services. As mentioned earlier the.
health services are not only a large industry but a
rapidly growing Mdustry. For a more recent and more
complete statistical picture of The health industry we
recommend that you or your students consult the most
recent Statistical Abstract for the U.S. Browse thremgh-
the section on Health in Part 1 of Vital Statistics.

In economic~ we are concerned with the market
through which an jndust,ry serves its customers. Prob-
ably the most striking contemporary fact related there=
to is the rapid rise in the cost of health care and
the large,inerease iii health expenditures in the .U.S.

-Why? In 'economics we look at demand am!, supply.
Why,lhe sudden increase in demand? First of all, our
population has been grnwi9g. But most important, the
proportion of older people has,been increasing greatly_:
we have seen they are the greatest users of health
services: Secondly,.as a result of new technologies and
newmedical techniques we-desire types of health care
that were not previously available. For example, the
aged used to he cared for in out homes( now we uvally
employ nursing homes. Childrsn were horn and cared
for at home; now they arrivAin matornAy wards of
hospitals, may he cared for in children's wing cif a
hospital, and arc kept well by skilled teams Of medics
aril a vast array of medicines and therapies. 'Today
when we go to our doctor or the hospital we are tested,
kept well, or cured by an amazing battery of new tech-
nologies. Health is now much more than a country
dOctor and an aspirin.

Thirdly, our demand for health services has been
.rowing because our incomes have been growing, but

ti is the distribution of income that affects the distri-
huliOn of good health. The poor.cannot afford to by
sick, and when they arc, t,hey rn'ayl,have to rely on
letting nature' take its course. _pie more well-to-dil
spend more on health, not only:physical but often
mental he4101 as well. Finally, important reason
for Mcrease in demand has been the rise of new ways
cif financing health expenses-0v insurance and by the
advent of Medicare and Medicaid'. Because on the
average l'he direct cost to us is only about- one-third of
the actual cost of medical services (the other two-
thirds being paid by government or insurance), some
may demand medical services they would not seek if
they were directly paying the entire bill, For all these
reasons the demand for health services is increasing.

Indeed, the demand for health services differs in
several important ways from the demand for most
()the!' goods and services. According to conventional
economic analysis, the consumer in a free enterprise
economy, knowledgeable of the alternatives and know-
in,g that he or she must pay (lie full cot of whatever
he or she chooses to buy, decides whether to purchase
a desired good or Service. But these conditions are
not usually true in the ease of most expenditures for



health. The .consumer (patient) is largely ignorant
about the quality and even the price of the service
about to pe purchased. Indeed die medical prtsfon
generally aims to keep it that way; their !!ethicic" do
!not- permit them to advertise. Thus efforts of self-

/designated "public interest" groups to provide con-
/ sumers'with knowledge aboul specialties, edu-,

/ cation, charges, and records have been resisted. Pro-
fessionals some ?rues (and not only, doctors) favor

/ competition- for others but resist it in 'their own pro--
I fession.

Once the patient has chosen a doctor it is usually
the physician who decides what the buyer is to purchase
in the way of medical care. Since so vital a thing as
health is involved, the physician is probably told, to
spare no expense. Few of us would give our plumber
or auto repairmlnx even our school superintendent
such freedom. ItliWve who will pay the bill but our
doctor who influences our demand for his or her
services. Our doctor, of course, will probably be con-
cerned about the costs to us. But even-his or her judg:
tent may be influenced by the fact that most patiepts,
protected at least in part by insurance, will not directly
have to pay the full cost. Also the modern physician,
threatened by potential malpractice suits, nay be
prone to be indifferent to the patient's costs. A less
expensive procedure could be at the "cost" of an ex-
pensive negligence involvement by the doctor. The
opportunity cost principle has unusual applications.

There are likewise complications on the supply side
of the market for health services. For example, the
limited supply of doctors is in part doctor-made.
Why? Although the incomes of doctors are generally
high (a situation which should normally increase their
supply), their umber has been restricted by limited
admissions to itiedical schools.."- Similarly`, the medical
profession has established rules that forbid nurses,
pharmacists or paramedics from performing services
that doctors normally perform: Likewise the medical
profession has often opposed innovation in medical
organization (e.g., HMO's). Of course in all such
cases the profession justifies its position in terms of
what it believes to be in the public interest. You re-

.- member this practice is a nearly universal "political"
act. We as teachers often do the same; so do. most
professional, groups who control a highly valued service
or good. There is a potential monopolist in most of us!

Our economic policy alternatiVes relating to the
market(s) for health goods and services become clear.
Shall we try to make those markets more effectively
competitive? Or if that is impossible, or will have
undesirable results, how may we develop effective
systems of self-control and/or public control"! In gen-
eral, then, how may we best organize the health service
industry and markets so that they will be efficient
in the meeting of human wants and equitable in the
way they -serve? The role of economics as a social
science is to assist in this quest.

Politics of HealthRepeatedly in the foregoing
paragraphs we have seen economic considerations
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lea tin to politicsto the exercise of power and the
necessity of utilizing authority -for making public pol-
icy relating to the health ,service indifstry. We shall
now identify the prime actors in Bic-- political drama
concerning health services -Whose interests are in
volved? Who speaks for these interests? Then with our
actors identified, we shalbbriefly review the history
of- the .politics of this - issue-. The history, of course,
leads to the current political situation including roles
and strategies your students (and their teacher) may
plly in - deepening' their understandiqg of this issue
and in exercising their own political power for public
policies they- favor. We hope that we will thus bring
concrete meaning to the fifth and final basic political
ccMcept described in the introduction, i.e., political
participatiop.

The basis si-f---p-olitics lies in' conflicts of value. The
working out 4:11 these conflicts so that public policies
are made and governments can function is politics.
Like-minded citizens who organize into groups have
more political "resources," and therefore have more
influence. In the politics of health services there are
sevefal interest groups engaged in the formulation and
promotion of policies that serve their interests as
they see them and also the public good as they view it.

First of all there are the physicians, approximately-
350,000 in number. The most influential organization
speaking for this group is the American Medical
Association (AMA) to which 175,000 physicians be-
long. Like most dominant associations of the eco-
nomically very successful, the AMA has been a strong
conservative force, an agency to preserve the favorable:
economic, status of its members and to oppose most
new institutions that might jeopardize or change this
status. Thus, the AMA has sought to preserve the fee-
for-service system of paying doctors and the right of
doctors to be free from government regulation of their
fees or practices. For this and, other reasons it has
opposed most efforts to change (Le_ "reform ") the
health care industry.

But there have been other spokesmen for other
branches of the health industry_ the Health Insurance
Association, of America for the insurers, and the
American Hospital Association for the hospitals. The
AMA and other organizations are not monolithic assoc-
iations. Politics is involved within a professional group
or an association to determine who will speak for the
group and what he or she will say. For example, with-
in the AMA, the surgeons, the salaried doctors from
universities and clinics, doctors employed by govern-
ment, and young doctors and interns have- at times
dissented from the seemingly monolithic voice of the
AMA. It is important that our students see these in-, terest groups (particularly those with which they dis-
agree) not as scheming giants opposed to the general
interest,. but generally as well-meaning associations
which are seeking ways by which their. self-interest.
may serve the general welfare. -Because people have
different values, one man's "special interest" may be
another person's "public good."

A second category of interest groups is composed of



t---tkiose largely outside the health industry= but which
have a strong interest in the jtealth of the nation .(and
thus of their members). Tffe AFk-CIO is an example
of such a group. It hat sponsored studies, published
analyses for the general citizen, and engaged in po-
litical action related `to health: The Committee for
Economic Development (CED), an ocganizatio'n
generally liberal business leaders, is another such body
which finances serious studies of c(irtent issues' and
pbblishe.s reports tot influence public policy. The CED's
Building a Mitional Health-Care System of April 1973
is suit a report.

In the polities of health (and many other public
issues) there is a tbiLd category of actors ranging from
persons and organizations engaged simply in the
scientific study or the problem, to intermediaries be-
tween these scientists and the public or interest groups
(e.g,, journalists, teachers, ad-visors acid even the
JCEE-through this booklet), and on further to persons
or agencies directly advocating some policy posi:ion.
For (*cam*, heaith social scientists are to he round
in the medical economics .departments of medical
schools and economics departments in several univer=
shies of the nation. Private' research agencies some-
times have such members. In many government units,
particularly HEW and sometimes in state or local
agencies, there are professionals ',engaged in these:
roles. Organized 'public interest" groups, such as

1Ralph Nader's Public Ink:lest Health Research Group,
engage in study, reporting and advocacy, They con-
centrate specifically on the nature of the
interest," but no has vet been found to reach
agreement on what it is s0 that too remains 110-

likal question. As our students study the politics of
health they should certainly become acquainted xxith
all three categories of interest groups.

What has been the history of the polities of health.
the history of the c bets of interest which 1.(.! nits
seek to resolve WIrrra 111111111111111 Of Value loss tit aw,
particular interest and a maximum contribution tot the
interest of all?

The value of health and the services of a good
doctor have of course long existed. But the idea that
the government should do something about it was first
expressed in the late 19th century. Compulsory accident
and sickness insurance was first enacted in Ciermanv
under Bismarck in 1883-84. In the United States the
late 19th century reform movements, especially of the
Pdpulists, included such insurance on their political
agendas. But the Great Depression of 1929- 194(1

brought the matter to the fore. The Social Security
Act of 1935 included old-age assistance and provision
for medical expenses for the elderly, jointly financed
by the federal and state governments. In 1946 Britain
passed a comprehensive national health insurance act;
Canada followed in 1958. In 1960 we,initiated a series
of reforms. The Medical Assistance for the Aged legis-,
lation was enacted, and the Kerr-Mills bill, providing
public assistance benefits for those not already recipi-
ents of welfare aids was also passed. Then in 1960
came Medicare and Medicaid. In 1970, the Occupa-
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tiorialtSafety and Health Act provided for additional.
government involvement in health care. The Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) sets
policy and develops programs to promote safety and
health on the job. By setting federal safety and health.
standards, OSHA tries to reduce the incidence of em-

-ployment-related personal, injuries, illness and deaths
among work* men and women in the U.S.

The idea that health services are'basic human rights,
like education, began to be. accepted by many people.
The consequcnces of this right, if it is one, areNwidely
discussed. [0'1970, or soon thereafter, most interest'
groups had come to recognize that some form of uni-
versal health insurance o health coverage was in the
offing. The only questRan was: 'what form? The
following had their plans: the AFL-CIO: the- AMA,
the Nixon administration, the Health InskiranOe
Association of America, the American Hospital As-
sociatiOn, the CED, and several medical economics
scholars (notably Martin S. Feldstein of Harvard and
H. M. and A. R. Somers of Erincetonft

Although President Nixon sought to initiate a pro-
gram in 1971, only discussion and debate, but no ac-
tion, ensued. While?, there is wide agreement that some
thing should he done, the conflicting interest groups
are far apart on Method. Senate and House Commit-
tees continued occasionally to hold hearings. Prodded
by the explosion of medical costs, popular magazines
continued to run articles (be sure to consult the
Readers Guide to Periodical Literature for citations).
The political parties select issues that will win votes,
and medical care is among them, since almost no one
is againil some form of health care. in 1976 both
major political parties dealt with hemIth cure `in their
platforms. It seems almost certain that some health
plan will he voted on and implemented in this decade.
'thus there will he politics bargaining, compromise
and accommodation. There will he leaders exercising
persuasion in efforts to get others to follow their will.
And there will he institustions, such as the political
parties, and the Congress and the Presidency, through
which policy will be made. Our goal as teachers is to
prepare our students to observe and understand this
political=economic process, this contemporary
experiment in public policy-makin3, and probably to
exercise their own power intelligently and effectively if
they choose to. For the practical aim of the study of
politics is to improve political participation.

Policy Allernative!e
What then are our policy choices? What is being

proposed to solve or alleviate the problem? Finally,
how does the layperson choose among them? Having

. chosen, how may one malvtoneself politically effective
in support of the preferred course? And since the
"winner" which emerges from compromise is unlikely
to he yours, how does one respond to the public policy
decision"!

Major Proposer/ Alternat e Four major
alternative or complementary types of proposals have



been suggested :
I. Provide incentives for v-Oluntary purchase of

private health insurance. Tax and other incentives
Would be used with employers and employees. For
&ample, the AMA Z5 "Medicredit" plan would give
individuals tax credit against their income taxes for
health insurance expenditures. The American Hospiral
Association's "Ameriplan" would employ, a benefit
payment rather than tax credit. The Health Insurance
Association of America's "Healthcare" would provide
incentive tax reauctions. Note that. the stress here is on
voluntary action but- with tax incentives to individuals
and firms to do- what is desired. The health care
industry is left latgely as it is.

2.1`viandatory" private insurance plus a program of
benefits for the poor. Employers would be required to
purchase private health insurance for their employees.
This was central to Nixon's proposed National Health
Insurance Act; emplbyers were to pay two-thirds, and
employees one-third. Provision would be made -for
voluntary put-Chase of ,insurance by persons not
covered by this scheme. Also in the Nixon plan, the
federal government would subsidize coverage for low-
income families with children, fully for families of
four or more with incomes up to $3,000 a year, and
partially for other low-income families.

3. Comprehensive government-operated social
insurance under a governw_gt-financed system. There
would be compulsory coveraie of the whole popula-
tion, financed by payroll taxes and general tax revenue,
and administered by government and not by private-
insurance companies. The Kennedy-Corrnan National
Health Security Plan follows this course: It, however,
allows individuals either to join a comprehensive
health service organization (e.g.,.-an HMO) or to enter
a fee-for-service arrangement as at present. Others
who favor this alternative feel that the health service
industry must in whole or part become a government
enterprise (like the public.schools) if it is really to serve
effectively and efficiently.

4. Strengthen and extend Medicare to the entire
population. The program would be financed by pay-
roll taxes as at present but with federal revenue added.
But differing from the plan just- above, private
insurance companies would be retained and employees
might opt out of the program if they privately
purchased-adequate insurance. We suggest you review
our policy alternatives as developed more fully in
JCEE's The EronotnicSof Health Care pp. 7-10_

Major policy IssuesThe differences among these
four alternatives should help us to identify the basic
policy issues involved_ are:

I. Who should be included? The entire population
or only those who do not now have adequate coverage
or only the poor?

2. What should be covered? Everything; only selec-
ted health care and only to a limited amount; or
should individuals and families cover normal medical
expenses for themselves thus confining coveragt under
the legislation'to catastrophic expenses (thus to Major

Medical)?
3. Should participation be voluntary or mandatory?
4. How should the plan be financed? Privately or

by government? If the latter, by general revenue or by
payroll taxes on employer or employed?

5. Flow should it be adininistered?,Should insurance-
be through government or through private carriers?
Should medical services be provided through pri4ate
enterprises, through HMOs, through clinics and
hospitals,-br through government enterprises?

But basic to the policy issue,s are the problems
identified at the jleginning of this paper, problems-7as
seen by 1#rhen and economists..

I. Just how much of our GNP are'we prepared to
devote to the health services? We are approachin 10
tiercent. Should,we be using more? It so, what other

_goods and services do we reduce? One of' the major
Measures of your -success as'a teacher of -economics
will be whether you.and ydur students develop a habit
of appraising what you want in terms of its oppor-
tunity cost. What would be the opportunity cost of
more and better health care? What would be the
opportunity cost of increased expenditures on accident
prevention? What are the direct and indirect costs that
a program like OSHA places on employers by
requiring them to furnish each employee with a hazUrd-
free environment? How might these costs ultimately
affect the price of goods and services?

2. How much of our resources should be devoted to
better f-jeMth services and how much to alleViation of
Wile of ,the causes of po6r health? Should our
strategy be to build a More health.), society, or to
repair the personal and social consequences of our
failures?

3. How can we get a more efficient organization of
the health care industry? More emphasis on preventive
medicine? Services effectively available to the poor, to
all geographic regions? How can we get better use and
organization of the resources we have? Will fee-for-
services or salaries more likely provide incentives and
employment conditions to stimulate the best
performance? How can we build incentives for
efficiency into our health care system? How can we
assure an effective system of accountability?

4_ People will be motivated by their self-interest and
thus will employ politics (that includes not .only.
doctors but all 01 us) ". How can we best build an
organization or organizations that will structure the
interests of physicians, hospitals, insurance
companies, nurses and consumers so that they serve
the interests Of all or most? Should we try to move
toward a more effectiVe Competitive fry enterprise
economy in the health services or should we move
toward more government control, and operation, and
higher taxes? Or should we be developing a mixed
system, with private enterprise where it is likely to
workwbut with government operation or other organi-.
zational plans Where they seem more ap e? Is it
possible to develop an 'effective system of Control
into th-e parts of the health industry itself?

17.



How Does One Choose? How May the Citizen
Influence Health Policy ? In view of the preceding
economic questions, how does one choose among such
Niried plans? What may one do to be politically

ffective iii supports of What one believes? With such
questions, political science becomes relevent to us

4Pagain.
*-,The ide is view of the intelligent citizen is-that he
or s e care u y s u' les-a 1-alternativesTinakes-up his
or her mind, then casts a vote and abides by the results
even though they may- be disappointing. A similar
simplistic view is often held by those of us who are
social studies or social science teachers; we imagine

- ihai' by "solving" social problems in our classrooms
or by- showing our students the alternatives we
thereby'prepaTv them to vote intelligently. but all this
is a figment of the imagination. The'closest individuals
will probably ever come to voting on this issue will be
in a presidential or congressional election in which, if
health care is an issue, it will be only one of many
issues. How then may your students (and you) become
involved?

A few .of your students may see health care as an
issue which they would, like to continue to study
(certainly a short Unit at school should have taught
them how much they still do not know). Later they
may participate in a committee of local citizens who
continue to study the matter in the League of Women
Voters, the Chamber. of Commerce, or the regional
health, care board, Some may become in your com-

l.): munity "opinion leaders" recognized for their
knowledge of health problems. They may be public
representatives on local hospital boards or HMO's.
They may organize or lead local forums on the
subject. They may write letters to the local newspaper
expressing their views on local .and national issues
relating to health policy. They may become active
members of local public Interest groups whose general
position they support, e.g., possibly Ralph Nader's
self-styled Public Interest Health Research Group or a
Political Action Committee of their union. Indeed one
of your students might even run for Congress some
ime, making this a major issue.

Probably some of your students will be employed in
some phase of the health services; indeed one of your
teaching goals should be to alert them to vocational
possibilities here. It is certain that all your students
will be employed in an industry which will participate
in financing health services. Thus they will become
members of special interest gr ups. Probably li le you
now teach them will determi a your students later
stance on this issue. Rath r i is the union Or pro-
fessiOnal,association,to whi h hey belong, the fir in
which they are employed, opinions of their fell w
workers or managers or bosses that will largely
terming their views. ,

But within these special interest groups w may
exercise leadership. As we choose leaders f our
interest groups, we influence whether they provide
responsible leadership_ on our behalf. As we become
aware that all of us rationalize our private interests in
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terms of the public good as we see it, we may become
more open-minded participants in r the democratic
'political process. We may be mistaken as to what is to
our interest, in the short run and long run; so also
with what is really in the public interest. And'thus the
compromise which is likely to result, while fully satisfy-
ing to no one, may become a platform of experiment
and experience from which future builders of a better
health-service-indust ry-may-orient-their-reforMs.

In addition to our special interests many of us may
have our policy views influenced by our social-political-
economic philosophy. There will in a free society
'always be conservatives Whose interests and genuine
devotion is to the status quo or even to what once-sions.
They are indispensible stabilizers of society and
challengers of new, perhaps poorly formulated, ideas
for dSange.. There will always be persons who advocate
change, persons whose interests are, usually involved in
altering the social structure. Then there will be the
great masses of us who ride along with the views of
the interest groups to which we belong, or with those
with whose general philosophy we agree. We are the
"opinion, followerS. -

A central Objective in teaching this unit is to make
this "ride" more comprehensible to our students, to
alert them to the problems of providing proper health
care to all and to proposed alternative solutions. But
we cannot give them the answer. Another objective
should be to assist our students to understand lhem-
selves as political persons, to learn how they as
members of special interest groups may see that their
group is guided by competent and responsible scholar-
ship as its opinion leaders develop policy positions.
Finally, our goal should also be as teachers to activate
a few to become "opinion leaders" or politicians who
will devote their lives in part to the building of a freer,.
more efficient and more equitable society embodied in
the health' services,

An Illustrative Case Study
Your own community will probably provide the

most useful case for applying the economic and
political science concepts defined in the Introduction
and employed above. Your Students will 'probably be
able,, to document the problem as defined in the first
part from their own experiences and those of their
families. Your community may be facing its own dif-
ficult' s and controversies in health care.

s ours one of the many communities in the nation
without a doctor (or with too few)? Or is your
community having problems supporting several
competing hospitals with duplicating services; thus are
you discussing possiblb consolidation? Do the poor

'and the aged have effective acces-to needed health
care? Are your nursing- homes overbuilt or in-
adequate? Is there an HMO? Have your health in-
surance rates been increased recently? Should health
education and basic medical Care be provided in your
public schools? These are but samples of health care
problems that probably are around you.

Remember, as you study yoqr local case, to apply



the basic economic and political questions to it. What
do we want? HoW efficiehtly are we organized for
satisfaction of our health wants? For whom is-- the
organizatidn working and are all those who should fie
served being effectively served? How could'the use of
our local human and capital resources in the health
industry be improved? More of some desired service
will be at the "cost" of what other desired service

pporturritr principle-againrco
And as -. you view vocal health problem from a

political science perspective, notice the clash of in-
terests involved. Note how interest groups try to ex-
ercise power in their behalfusing the power of
words', of money and of prestige. Note how the
political prqcess is used to try to reconcile these
differences, to,_ find a' solution probably completely
pleasing to none but partly satisfactory to many. Note
how indiViduals participate in the making of public
policy. Note how everywhere private interests are
being rationalized in terms of the public good. Note
the role of scientists, of opinion leaders, of -interest
groups, of politicians in the process.

In these ways your students should be able to share
in your community's effort to answer the question,
"Health care for-wipm?"

A Selected Bibliography for Teachers
JCEE Economic Topic Series, The Economics of

Health Care. Analysis by N. Tor Dahl and F, David
Emery. Teaching Suggestions by Edward Prehn. New
York: Joint Council on Economic. Education, 1974
(mailing address: JCEE, 1212 Ave. of the Americas,
New York, NY 10036). 16 pp., sold singly or as a set
of 30 analyses and 1 complete booklet. A filmstrip is also
available. This is a nearly indispensible complement to
this unit. In particular it supplements our materials on
economics and on policy alternatives. Differing from
this JCEE Economics-Political Science Series, the
analysis part of the JCEE Economic Topic Series is
written for students.

Robert D. Filers, Financing Health Care: Past and
Prospects. Minneapolis: Federal Reserve Bank, March
1974, Exponent No. 7, 32 pp. (mailing address:
Federal Reserve Bank, 250 Marquette Ave., Min-
neapolis, MN 55480). Free clasSroom copies available.
An excellent readable short coverage of the topic. Be
sure to get a copy for yourself and perhaps others for
your students. It is descriptive in nature: you will
need to supplement it by an economic and political
perspective.

Committee for Economic Development, Building a
National Health-Care .system. New York: Committee
for Economic Devel6pment, April 1973, 105, pp.
(mailing addreSs: CED, Distribution 'Division, 477
Madison Ave., New York, NY 10022). $2.10 per copy
including postage; a free copy is available to high
school tgachers who mention course title for which
publication is to be used. An excellent booklet with
many useful charts. It is a good exaMyile of how a

'business group ,,is trying to contribute to public
disc sion of the issue and to the choice of a new
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health -care policy.
Social Security Administration of HEW, Social

Security Bulletin. If this periodieal is available in your.
library, you will find it- 'to be your best source for
recent statistical information and charts. You _might
also visit your ,local Social Security office to see a
copy. Browse through recent issues. The following are
two illustrations of recent very useful articles (these two ,
articles arepublished--every - -__-

indicated) ::
"National Health Expenditures, Fiscal Year 1975,"

February 1976, Vol. 39, No. 2, py. 3-20.
"Age Differences in Health Care Spending, Fiscal

Year 1975," June 1976, Vol. 39, No. 6, pp. 18-31.
AFL-CIO, The AMerican Federationist and View-

point.% AN IUD Quarterly. Washington:. AFL-CIO
(Mailing address: AFL-CIO, ,815 Sixteenth St.' N.W. ,
Washington, DC 20006). These two publications often
have articles expressing AFL-CIO's views on the issue.
Free copies are usually available in limited quantity.
They are generally very well written and well illustrated.
The following are illustrations of recent articles (by the
time you read this there will be others):

Representative James C. Corman, "Now More
Than Ever: We Need a Health Security Act,"
Viewpoint, 5, No. 1, First Qharter 1975, 29-33.

National Health. Perspectives: 1973," Viewpoint,
3, No. 3,-Third Quarter 1973.

"Special Issue: National HealtIrSecurityThe Only,
Solution," American Federationist, May 1973..

"Health Care Cost: A Distorted Issue,", Americqn
Federationist, June 1975- yt

"National Health Insurance: Diagnosing the Al-
ternatives," Anierican Federationist, June 1974,
pp. ,7 -14.

Scientific American, September 1973 issue or its
reissue in book form under the title Life and Death
and Medicine. San Francisco: W. H. Freeman and
Co. An excellent, scholarly, though readable .study.
The following three chapters apply to our topic:

Martin S. Feldstein, "The Medical Economy, PP.
112-119.

James L. Goddard, "The Medical Business," pp.
120-128.

Ernest W. SeWard, "The Organization of Medical=
Care," pp. 129-135.

See also the bibliography on pages 10 and. 16 of the
JCEE Economics of Health Care. For very recentlar
current information see

Readers Guide to Periodical Literature nder
"Medical Laws and Legislation," "Medicare,''
"Medical Policy" and related titles. '-

Social Sciencet Index under "Medical Care,"
Medical Economics," "InsuranceHealth,"
and related titles.

Statistical Abstract of the United States,. Part 1,
Vital StatisticsHealth.

A current almanac (World, ,(nformation Please,
CBS News, or Reader's Digest) for summary of
Medicare, Medicaid, or other current legislation.

Watch Jor hearings on national health policy con-



ducted by Senate and House Committees such as:
,Serlate Land and Public Welfare Committee: Sub-

committee on Health. .4
Senate Finance Committee: Subcommittee on Health.
House Ways & Means Committee:. Subcommittee

on Health.

Joint Economic Committee
Also watch for findings concerning the nation's

health iSsules from time to time by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW),
probably by the Secretary or by the Health Resources
Administration or Social Security Administiation.
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Rationale and Objectives
prepared by

Lawrence W. Bloch

Rationale
Health 'care has become the third largest industry

the United States, with a'total expenditure of well over
$100 billion in 1975. Costs of health care have gone up
faster than the rising cost of living in the past 20 years.
Hospital costs, in particular, have risen even more
rapidly, going up almost 10 percent annually between
1960 and 1970. Many health economists feel there is

correlation between health expenditures and the
true quality of health care or even lower mortality rates.

One of every 20 persons in the labor force is

employed in healtp service induStries today. Being a
potential employee, but certainly a consumer of health
services, it is vital that today's student has some
understanding of the many economic and political
factors'affecting health care.

This premise is further supported by the confusion
surrounding the myriad models of financing mechan-
isms for medical care by both private and public
sectors. The student, as a potential consumer, must
learn his or her way through the maze. Blue CrosA
Medicare, FI.M.O., and National Health Insurance.
Many politital leaders agree that the present system of
financing medical care has glaring defects.

Even though the vast majority of Americans has
some sort of private medical insurance, major illnesses
or accidents can still bankrupt the middle-class family.
For people' over 65, who have large medical costs on
limittd incomes, the government has assumed much of
the cost through the Medicare program. Even here,
there are still out-of-pocket expenses for the elderly
not Sully covered by Medicare. The United States
remains the only industrialized country in the Western
world without some form of National Health In-
surance. Various plans have been put forth to meet
the problems of the extraordinary rise of medical costs
in the United States.
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In addition to financing medical costs, another
major problem is the deliVery of health care services.
Health service, being a scarce economic good, is not
evenly distributed throughout the country with
raltively leis service in rural regions and inner city
ardas. The poor tend to have far less access to medical
services than those with higher-hicomes. In fact, the
delivery of health services has changed very little in the
last century. It has been described as one of the last
"cottage industries." Some critics have suggested a
complete,reorganization_of the delivery of health car;
in the United States.

The extent of government involvement in health care
will be one of the major issues facing legislators, and
so in turn, an isst for the voter. The choice,s,to be
rriade regarding health care delivery'and financing are
difficult and will involve considerable th6ught and
energy in the next decade. Youth must be informed of
the issues.

Objectives

The student will:

1. interpret charts and graphs con-
taining data on health care costs
and expenditures

2. employ cost-benefit analysis for
assessing alternative health care
policies

3. apply concepts of supply and ,de-
mand to explain and/or predict

Activity
Implementing
Objective

No

Nos. 1, 3, 4



price trends in the healtlj care
industry

4. identify practices and policies that
have resulted-in a modification of
the market for health care goods
and services

ti

Nos. 1 2

6. describe and state reasons for the
present distribution pattern of s.

health care goods and services No. 3

7 identify and state value issues in-
, valved in tine controversy over

No. 2 national health care policy

5. identify the major interest groups
- Inv° ve n state t e position of

each on proposed health care policies No. 3

For case in duplicating the classroom handouts, a
the back of this volUme.

8. clarify his/her value position and
edify the policy alternafivemust

Nos. 4, 5

consistent with this position No. 5

student materials are found -at



Instructional Activities
prepared by

Lawrence W. Bloch

Instruc ional Activity No. 1
Rising Costs of Medical Care in the United States

Recommended Use:

Time Required:

Materials Required:

_Rationale:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

Introductory activity for 11th -12th grade courses in Con-
temporary Issues or Economics.

Two-three 45-minute class periods.

VisualS' A-D and Student 'Reading No. 1

To understand the extent of and reasons for the rising med-
ical costs in the United States)in the last 25 years.

Cost/benefits, gross national product (GNP), index number,
amount vs. percentage.

Given charts and graphs containing data on costs and
penditures for health care, the student will:

1. demonstrate understanding of the nature of the data
provided by:

a. defining key terms (GNP, Index Numbers, etc.) used
in headings or to label columns and axes,

b. distinguishing between amounts and percentages.

2. compare costs of medical care for selected years between
1950 and 1975.

3. compare price increases for different types of health care
services from 1950 to 1975.

4. state hypotheses as to why costs for certain health care
services have risen sharply while the costs for others have
remained relatively stable.
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re services paid by the individual,
and by gdvernment.

and weigh costs and 'benefits of
for health care.

5. identifyitypes of health c
by insurance companies,

6. through discussion, 'state
government expenditures

1P tchtng Strategy Pupil Activity

1. Introduce topic ,by having students discuss special Discuss costs of personal health care or health care for
health care ,costs they ,or their families have en- their familiei.
countered over the past several years.

- 2. Project visuals A and 13,

Before having stutxs attempt to interpret data,
you may wish to review the following terms: GNP,
Per Capita Cost, Index Number.

Note: You may wish to preient (or have students
collect) data on health costs in the local area and
have the class compare these to national statistics.

3. Follow up discussioh of high cost of medical
care with Vispa C and Student Reading No. 1 in

order to gi dents 'some idea as to who pays
the over $118 billion health bill in the United States.
Have students explain main details of the chart. Be
sure to include a discussion of the changing quality
of health care as a factor affecting costs.

4. Project Visual D. Initiate class discussion by asking
the following:

a. Who benefits the most from*government expendi-
tures on hospital care? Who pays (i.e., what is the
source of povernmeht funds spent for health
care)? '

b., Private insurance pays the least for which types
of medical service?

C. Why are most people not too concerned with the
high cost of hospital care?

d What percentage of doctors' services does the
patient pay?.

5. After completing analysis of charts, preset the
following problem:
Assume someone in your family has a serious auto
accident. necessitating a six-month hospitalization
at the folloWing costs:

Hospital - $18,000 ($100 per day)
Doctor - 4,500
Nursing, drugs,
etc. 2,000

$24,500

How would these costs be paid?
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Using data provided on visual!:

a. compare the rising health costs in 1950, 1960, 970,
and 1975.

b. identify niedical services showing the. greatest cost
-increase between 195a and 1972 and hypothesize
reasons for the rise. Try to account for unusual
rise in hospital care and nursing home care and
relatively stable costs of prescriptions, and drugs.

Explain and compare the per capita cost for health
care in 1966 and 1975.

Analyze charts explaining the patient's share of costs
for various health services and implications of this for
consumer demand.

Respond to problem by reporting orally how much of
high cost of auto accident would be paid by private
insurance, and how much paid by patient's family.
Check at home how much of this cost wouldgpe paid
by government, private insurance, and patient's 'family.



6. Extended Activities (Optional)

Divide class into Task .Forcek, each with responsi-
bility for one of the listed long-term assignments.

Task Force A.signments

a Compile a list of the different types of health care
facilities available in the local re4ion. State the
purposes of each type identified. I

b. Interview administrators of varicius facilities and
obtain data regarding their objectives, cost of oper-
ation, recent changes in policy due to increased
costs (if-any).

c. Interview Members of the community regarding,
their attitudes towards health care, cost of services
and possible solutions to problems of health care.

d. Compare health care practices in the Unite es
with those of other countries.

e. Collect statistical data and develop dhar6 on cost
Of medical care in the local area.
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VISUAL A

TODAY'S MEDICAL CARE DOLLAR IS OVER

100 BILLION 8.3% of GNP

(in blIllOnk.± s)

Percent
of GNP

70 1971 1972 1973 1974 197

Source: Social Security Bulletin, February 1976, p. 5

Fiscal years
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VISUAL B

WHICH MEDICAL COSTS HAVE BEEN
INCREASING THE MOM
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IOW MUCH OF THE HEALTH BILL DOES

HE PATIENT PO DIRECTLY?

cn
C..
r

Dollars per Capita Percent of Total

$182 00%

476 97

wee: Social Security Bunko, February 1976, p. 14.

Government

Philanthropy and others

Private Health-Insurance

Patient outlays,



WHAT'S THE PATIENT'S SHARE OF EACH HEALTH BILL?

FISCAL YEAR 1975

$215
UMNIMMIIIM

$102'

k THIRD-
PARTY
PAYMENTS

55 0%

09.

Phi Id ropy )[ 12%
and industry

Private health
insurance

PATIENTS' DIRECT PAYMENTS 8 0%

345%

Hospital '
care

Physicians'
services

,Dentists'

0%

$76

.-------\timmomayrom~mirm . .

Drugs and All other
services drug sundries services

PERCENTAGE DI TRIBUTION OF PER CAPE PERSONAL HEALTH CAE EXPENDITURES

Source: Social Security Bulletiri, Eebruary 1976, p. 15.



StudentReacting-No.
Natiori41:1-lealfb.Eiperiditures

private:and pub1ic1950 and 1975

FISCAL 1950 TOTAL AMOUNT (In Millions -FISCAL 1975 TOTAL AMOUNT (In Millions)

Type of Expenditure Total Private PUb Type of Expenditure Total Private Public

Health Seiyilee$4nd Supplies 1'1,181 8,710 2,470 Health and Supplies 111,250 65,665 45,585
Hospital 3,698 2,008 1,690 '-,HosPitai Care '. 46,600 20,957 25,643
Physician rvices 2,689 2,556 133 Physicians' Services 22,100 16,245 5,855
'Dentists' Services 940 940 Dentists' Services 7,500 7,085 415
Nursing_ Home Care 178 167, 11 Nursing. Home Care 9,000 3,799 5,201
Other 3,676 3,039 636 Other., 26,050 17,579 8,471

Source: Social Security Bullelin, February 1976, p. 7.



Instructional Activity No, 2
Supply of and Demand for Medical Services

in the United States

Recommended Use:

Time Required:

Materials Required:

Rationale:

Concepts;

Instructional
Objectives:

Developmental activity for I Ith- 2th grade classes in Con-
temporary Issues or Economics.

One -two 45-minute class periods.

Student Reading No. 2

To understand how increased demand for health services
and a higher standard of living have driven up health costs.

Market,
deman

pply, price.d? u

Given the reading "The Economics of Health" and clas-
room discussion of factors that affect the market's for health,"'.
care goods, and services, the student will be able to:,

1. list reasons for increased costs of medical services.

2. list ways in which the demand for medical services is
different from the demand for other goods and services.

3. .describe practices within 'the haRt care industry that
modify the market for health care_ goods and services.

4. state effects of governmental programs on the market for
health care goods and services.

5. predict price trends in the health care market when factors
of demand or supply are changed.

Teaching Strategy

I. Distribute Student Reading No.

31

Pupil Activity

Read handout and discuss the following:

a. Why is it becoming more difficu receive service
from doctors during the weele,-.ae night, or on a
weekend? Why is it sometimes easier' to see a
specialist than a general practitioner?

b. How is demand for medical services similar to and
different from demand for other goods and services?
The supply of medical services?

c. What effect do these factors have on the price of
medical services?

d. What effect have.the governmental programs Medi-
care and Medicaiditad on the demand .for medical
services? The stiPPly? Price?

c. If, government paid all medical bills in some sort
iof national health insurance plan, what effect do

you think this would have on the price of various
health care goods and services (e.g., hospital cost,
physician costs, etc.)? Why?



Studni:Reading.No.
iconomics-,

The probletti of providing adequate' health Care is basically economic. We
simply' to not have enough human and material resources to satisfy all our desires
relatirtg to health and also our many 'other desires. The economic problem of
scarcity exists, Also we riiay not be making the most effective use of the resources
we now devote to heakh.:

Health services are the third largest industry in the United Stales. Indeed in
1970 one out of every 20 persons, employed in the nation was in the health
services. It is probably higher today. We tend to think of health services as being
rendered b physicians. But actually there are approximately 12 other persons
employed for every physician (3 clerks, 3 aides or orderlies, 2 nurses, 1 practical
nurse, 1 cleaning person, 1 medical or dental technician,- and 1 food preparer).
There are many occupational areas in the health service industry, e.g., nurses,
medical techrlicians, dietitians, skilled therapists, paramedics. In addition there are
numerous closely related occupations in, for example, the pharmaceutical
industry, health education, hospital administration, hospital architecture, and
even medical economics.
Two-thirds of those employed in the health services are employed in hospitals

and nursing homes. Thus these plus the many doctors' and dentists' offices, the
drug stores and clinics are the places of business for the medical services. As
mentioned earlier, the health services are not only a large industry but a rapidly
growing industry. For a. more recent and more complete statistical picture of the
health- industry we recommend that you consult the most recent Statistical
Abstract for the U.S. -BroWse through the section on Health in Part I of Vital
Statistics.

In economics we are concerned with the market through which an industry
serves its customers. Probably the most striking contemporary fact related thereto
is the rapid rise in the cost of health care and the large increase in health
expenditures in the Why? In economics we look at demand and supply. Why
the sudden increase in demand for health services? First of all, our population has
been growing. But most important, the proportion of older people has been
increasing greatly; we have seen they are the greatest users of health services.
Secondly, as a result of new technologies and new medical techniques we,desire
types of health care that were not previously available. For example, the aged used
to be cared for in our homes; now we usually employ nursing homes. Children
were born and cared for at home; now they arrive in maternity wards of hospitals,
may be cared for in children's wing of a hospital, and are kept well by skilled
teams of medics and a vast array of medicines and therapies. Today when we go'
to our doctor or the hospital we are tested, kept well, or cured by an amazing
battery of newtechnologies. Health is now much more than a country doctor and
an aspirin.

Thirdly, our demand for health services has been growing because our incomes
have been growing, but it is the distribution of income that affects the distribution
of good health. The poor cannot afford to be sick, and when they are, they may
have to rely on letting-nature take its course. The more well-to-do spend more on
health, not only physical but often mental health as well. Finally, a very important
reason forincrease in demand has been the rise of new ways of financing health
expensesby insurance and by the advent of Medicare and Medicaid. Because on
the average the direct cost to us is only about one-third of the actual cost of
medical services (the other two-thirds being paid by government or insurance),
some may demand medical services they would not seek if they were directly
paying the entire bill. For all of these reasons the demand for health services is
increasing.

*Excerpt from "Heald tor hont? by I mrence F. I ea ner and Paul A. Smith, 1976.



How the Demand for Health Services Differs frorn the Demand for Other Gpods

and Services
The demand for health services differs in several important ways from the

demand for most other goods and services. According to conventional economic
analysis, the consumer in a free enterprise economy, knowledgeable of the al-
ternatives and knowing that he or she must pay the full cost of whatever he or she
chooses to buy, decides whether to purchase a desired good or service. But these
conditions are not usually true in the case of most expenditures for health. The
consumer (patient) is largely ignorant about the quality and even the price of the
service' about to be purchased. Indeed the medical profession generally aims to
keep it that way; their "ethics" do not permit them to advertise. Thus efforts of
self-designated "public interest" groups' to provide' consumers with knowledge
about doctors' specialties, education, charges, and records have been resisted.
Professionals sometimes (and not only doctors) favor competition for others but
resist it in their own profession.

Once the patient has chosen a doctor it is usually the physician who decides
why the buyer is to purchase in the way of medical-care. Since so vital a thing as
health is involved, the physician is probably told to spare no expense. Few of us
would give our plumber or auto repairman or even our school superintendent
such freedom.:It is we who will pay the bill but our doctor who influences our
demand for his or her services. Our doctor, of course, will probably be concerned
about the costs to us. But even his or herlagment may be influenced by the fact
that most patients, protected at least in part by insurance, will not directly have to
pay the full cost. Also the modern physician, threatened by potential malpractice
snits, may be prone..to be indifferent to the patient's costs. A less expensive
procedure could be at the "cost of an. expensive negligence involvement by the
doctor.

The Supply of Health Services
:There are likewise complications on'the supply side of the muket for health

services. For example, the limited supply of doctors is in part clocib,r-made. Why?
Although the incomes of doctors are generally high (a situation which should
normally increase their supply), their number has been restricted 'by 'limited ad-
missions to medical schools. Sinlifarly, the medical profession has established
rules that forbid nurses, pharmicists or paramedics from performing services that
doctors normally perform.Nlikewise the medical profession has often opposed
innovation in medical organization. Of course in all such cases the profession
justifies its position in terms of what it believes to be in the public interest. This
practice is a nearly universal "political- act. It is a practice of most professidnal
groups who control a highly valued service or good. There is a potential monopo-
list in most of us!

Our economic policy alternatives relating to the market(s) for health goods and
services become clear. Shall we try to make those markets more effectively
competitive? Or if that is impossible, or will have undesirable results, how may we
develop effective systems of self-control and/or public control? In general, then,
how may we best organize the health services industry and markets so that they
will be efficient in the meeting of human wants, and equitable in the way they serve?



Instructional Activity No. 3
Comparison of Private Insurance Plans with

National Health Insurance Plans

Recommended Use:

Time Required:

Developmental activity for Ilth- 2th gra
temporary Issues or Economics.

Three-four 45- minute class periods.

e classes in Con-

Materials Required: Student Reading No. 3. Either of the following sound film-
strips: "The Economics of Health" (Joint Council on Eco-
nomic Education Economic Topic Series, 1212 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10036) or "Health for AV
(The New York Times Current Affairs Series, Teaching
Resources Films, 2 Kisco Plaza, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549).

Rationale:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

To assess costs and benefits of private health insurance plans
versus proposed National Health Insurance (NHI) plans.

Gets and benefits, economic incentives and disincentives),
power, interest group.

1. After viewing the filmstrip, students will:

a. recall major factors leading to increased costs for health
care goods and services,

b. state reasons for and give examples to illustrate present
distribution patterns of medical services.

- 2. Students will compare types of coverage provided by dif-
ferent types of private health insurance plans.

3. Given information on the major national health insurance
proposals, students will:

a. state and/or compile a list of the costs and benefits
of each,

b. identify interest groups most likely to support each
plan and those most likely to be opposed,

c. assess each plan in terms of its potential economic
and political consequences.

Teaching Strategy

1. Show frames 1-47 of filmstrip "The Economics of
Health" (or if using Health for All," show
frames 1-30).

Z. Show remainder of filmstrip.

3. Poll students to see how many of their families
have private health insurance coverage.

34

Pupil Activity

After viewing these frames, discuss the following:

a. What are the rriajor factors that have led to in-
cr d costs for medical goods and services?

IF.,b

hat were the reasons given for the unequal dis-
tribUtion of medical resources in the U.S.? In what
areas would you expect to find a- surplus of doctors?
A shortage of doctors?

View flmstrip.

Indicate whether family is covered, by some sort of
private health insurance plan.



4. Distribute Student Reading No. 3. While students
are reading handout, write the following qttestions on
the board: Y.

If the government became the sole source of pay-
ment of health bills, what would be the incentive to
keep costs down?

What would happen to demand for services if
government paid all medical costs? Could our
present health service handle the demand? Could
the taxpayer handle the cost?

Note: Additional questions for guiding student dis-
cussion of costs and benefits of NHI plans arc pro-
vided on p. 37.

5. aave students select one of the following for research:

a. Reasons for AMA opposition to national health
insurance plans over the past 40 years.

b. National health insurance plans in other countries
(e.g., England or Sweden). 'or a description of
.national health insurance in England you might
refer students to "The Hidden Cost of Womb to
Tomb a Britain's Plan,- Forbes, October 15,,
1974, p. 41.

6. OPTIONAL: Have students position papers
and debate the following: olved, the United
States Needs a National. Health Plan. (NOTE: An
alternative would be to organize the presentation
as a congressional bearing and assign students to
prepare position papers representative of the dif:
ferent interest groups involved, e.g., AMA, AFL-
CIO, etc.)

35

Discuss the following:

a. Types of coverage provided by different private
health insurance plans.

b. Strengths and weaknesses of private health insur-
ance plans.

Using information provided in filmstrip and reading:
a. discuss questions written on the board,

b. discuss and compare costs and benefits of each of
the proposed national health insurance plans

described in the reading,

c. identify interest groups supporting each plan,

d. identify interest groups most likely to e opposed
to each Plan and state why you think they would
be opposed.

Select a topic and working individually or in groups
conduct research study.

In prejaration for the debate, prepare a position
paper including the following:

a. a siatemeni- of his /her
question.

position on the debate

b. the action (or specified plan) he/she thinks should
be implemented.

c. costs and benefits of the proposed actions as com-
pared with costs and benefits of other alternatives.
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National Health Insurance Plan for the 1970's and 1980's

The six key health-insurance plans

'

NATIONAL
SUPPORT

ISMNATED
CaSTBY 19110

Al rinas-
TRATION

a
.

BERWITS

Konniody.
cm

A.F.L-C.1.0.,
Committee for
National Health

uracce.

$29.9 billion. Special board
within H.E.W.:
regional and local
offices will operate
program.

Half to come from
Federal general .

revenues, half from
special taxes:
1 percent of payroll for
employees, 2.5 percent
for employers and
self -employed.

Institutional services: hospital care, skilled nursing facilities
up to 120 days.. Diagnosis and treatment: physicians'
services, lab and X-ray, home health services, prescription
drugs (for chronic illnesses), medical supplies and
appliances. Other services: physical checkups, well-child
care, maternity, family planning, dental ease (up to age 25),
vision care and eyeglasses, hearing care and hearing Oils.
Patient cost-sharing: none.

No formal support. $11.3 billion. Insurance through
private carriers;
states to supervise
under Federal
regulations.

Employer-employee:
premium payments,
with employer
paying 75 percent
(65 percent
first three years);
special provisions
for small employers
and those with high
increases in payroll
costs. ,

Institutional services hospital care, skilled nursing
facilities op to 100 days. Diagnosis and treatment
physicians' services, lab and X-ray, home health services ,
(up to 100 visits), prescription drugs, medical supplies
and appliances. Other services: well -child care maternity,
family planning, dental care (under age 13), hearing care
and hearing aids (under age 13). Patient coat sharingt
annual deductible* of $150 per person; 25 ,percent
coinsurance, with annual ceiling of $1,500 per family_

_ _Crican Hospital
Association.

$ _ billion. Private insuran
carriers under
state supervision,
according to
Federal guidelines.

Employer-employee
premium payments,
with employer paying
at least 75 percent;
Federal subsidy for
low-income workers
and certain small
employers; patients
enrolling in a health-
care corporation get
10 percent subsidy.

-
institutional t e a l care up to 90 days, skilled
nursing facilities (30 days), health-related custodial nursing
home care (90 days). Diagnosis and treatment: physicians'
services up to 10 visits, lab and X-ray, home health services
(100 days), prescription drugs limited tq specified
conditions, medical supplies and appliances. Other services;
physical checkups, well-child care, maternity, dental care
(under age 13), vision care and eyeglasses (under age 13).
Patient cost-sharing: coinsurance (20 percent) or
ca- payments" (up to $5)n most hems: special "catastroeiNcn
provisions become effectiVe when patient's out-of-pocket
expenses -ach a specified amount. .

reelten
. .,

American Medical
Association.

$20.3 billion. Private carriers pro-
vide insurence
under stafe super-
vision; regulations
issued y a new
Fede _ I board.

Employer-employee
premium payments,
with employer paying
at least 65 percent;
small employers get '

Federal help as do all
mployers with

unusual payroll cost
increases; self-
employed pay own
premiums but are
assisted by income-tax
credits computed on a
sliding scale (the lower
the income, the
higher the credits).

Institutional services: hospital care, skilled nursing
facilities up to 100 days. Diagnosis and treatment: physicians'
services, lab avid X-ray, home health services, medical
supplies and equipment. Other services: physical checkups,
well-child care, maternity, family planning, dental care
(under age 18). Patient cost- sharing: 20 percent coinsurance,
with an annual maximum of $1,500 per person and
$2,000 per family.

Burleson-
McIntyre

Health Insurance
Association of
America.

311 billion. insurance atimmis-
tered by private
carriers undqr state
supervision: plan is
voluntary.

Emp Dyer - employee
prennurn payments,
the ratios to be
negotiated between
them; low-income

o- 'ers pay less; self-
emp oyed pay entire
premium: all partici-
pants eligible for
special tax deductions.

Institutional services: hospital care skilled nursing
facilities up to 180 days. Diagnosis and treatment: physicians'
services, lab and X-My, home health care (270 days),
prescription drugs, medical supplies and appliances- Other
services: well-child care, maternity, family planning,
dental care (under age 13, one visit), vision care (under
age 13, one visit). Patient cost-sharing: annual deductible
of $100 per person; 20 percent coinsurance on all items,
with annual family limit of $10300.

Long. .
Ribleoll

No formal support. 39.9 billion. Employers kid
employees have
two choices: to join
Federal insurance
program adminis
tered by H.E.W., or
to buy private
insurance from
federally approved
carriers, under
H.E.W. supervision.

Employers pay I
percent payroll tax
and are allowed
similar provisions for
self -employed.

Institutional services: hospital care, skilled nursing facilities
up to 100 days. Diagnosis and treatment: physicians'
services, lab and X-ray, home health services, medical
supplies and appliances. Other services: None. Patient
cost-sharing: first 80 days of hospitalization not covered;
first $2,000 in family medical expenses not covered.,

*Deductible: Patient's Aare of annual medical costs before insurance coverage begins
**Coinsurance: the percentage of a given bill that charged to the patient.
***Copayment: a flat rate charged to the 'tinged patient on specific items (such as $2 per office visit).

03 1977 by The New York Times
Reprinted by permission
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-National Health Insurance Plans
9 Questions for Discussion

1. Would the proposed NHI plan result in more equitable distribution of health
care services among the various socioeconomic groups?

a. Would it increase the quality, amount and types of health care services
availqble to various segments of the population?

b. Would it result in a reduction of personal expenditures for "catasttophic
illness?

c. What effect would the plan have on health care for the poor? The n n-
poor?.The young? The aged?

2 Cicies the 4)roppsed plan include built-in incentives or disincentives for

a

b.
_4-

C. -Up

ntrol?

use of resources?

'Ong the quality of services?

d curbing excessive demand?

Would An result in increased costs to the taxpayer? employer employees?

Wifat interest' groups or segments of the population are most likely to suppPrt,
the Ari? What groups are most likely to be opposed? What is the relative
p9liti er .of these groups?

guments might a Congressman or Congresswoman use in explaining
r constikuency why he/she supports the plan? Why he/she opposes the

s far dis4usio y tine Curriculum Specialist, Joint Council on Economic Edu-
n, l LZ Avenue ollki Americas, New York, NY 10036
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Instructional Activity No.
"Health Maintenance Organization"

A Better Way to Receive Health Care?

Recommended Use: Developmental activity for 11th -12th grade classes in Con-
temporary Issues, Economics and Government.

Time Required: One-two 45-minute class periods.

Materials Required: Student Reading No. 4.

Rationale: To explore alternative methods of delivering health services
with emphasis on prevention and early diagnosis.

Concepts: Costs and benefits, public policy.
1

Instructional
Objectives: 1. Given the reading "Health Maintenance Organization,"

the student will: I

a. state at least two advantages and two disadvantages
of HMO's)

b. describe actions of the Federal Government for en-
couraging the growth of HMO's.

2. The student will compare costs and, benefits of HMO
with those of conventional health insurance plans. '

Teaching Strategy

1. Distribute Student Reading No. 4.

2. Have-students select one of the following assignments:

a. Identify and write to a certified HMO plan and
ask for information about HMO's in your area
or state.

13. Research and report on activities of the Federal
Government for encouraging growth of HMO's.
As a start, you may consult the following:

"Health Maintenance OrganizationAre They an
Answer to Your Medical Needs?" Consumer
Reports, October 1974.

OR

"One Stop Health CareHow It Works,"
U.S.: News and World Report, January 21, 1974,
p. 46.

38

Pupil Activity

After reading handout,

a. list advantages of HMO over the fee for service
system.

b. list disadvantages of HMO.

c. list at least two examples of governmental in-
fluence on the growth and development of HMO
plans.

Working individually or in small groups select assign-
ment and complete tasks indicated.

4



3. Write the following on the board: Discuss questions, comparing costs and benefits of
HMO's with costs and benefits of private insurance

a. What are the advantages and disadvantages to a plans.
doctor in joining an HMO plan?

b. Account for the following: Subicribers to HMO
use hospital facilities less and have fewer
surgical procedures than patients who use the
Blue Cross-Blue Shield plan.

c. Why would an HMO plan not help families
with incomes under $5,000 a year?

d. Do you think you would favor an HMO plan?
Why or why not?

e. Do you favor presen't governmental policies
toward HMO plans? Why or why not?



Student 'Reading No. 4.

Health Maintenance Organization

An HMO plan assembles a number of health services underl,one roof for its
voluntarily enrolled members, J.nstead of charging a., fee for each service, the
HMO collects a lump sum in.-advance from subscribersroughly MOO to $850 a
year ($50 to $70 a month). For this money, a subscribee'ro an HMO plan will get:

a. PhySician services including consultation and referral to other doctors in-
the plan.

b. A,11 inpatient and out - patient hospital services including lab and radiation
` ticl X-rays.

cemergency care, when necessary.

d. Health care at home.

e. Physical check ups.

f. Dental exams for children under some plans.
./

In summary, HMO plans can usually provide all the medical care a subscriber
needs under a single roof with one telephone number which can be used 24 hours
a day, seven days a week when needed.

Backers of these plans say the cost will be less than the fee of services practiced
by most doctors and over the long run will lead to lower health care costs since
HMO physicians emphasize preventative care and early treatment.

Two complaints are oftn voiced in criticism of HMO's. Some people say the
filvirO's are too impersonal. patient does not get to know the doctor who is
treating him because he may . ee a different doctor each time he uses the service.
Others feel the system is too rigid in the rules it sets up for subscribers.

The government has backed HMO with funding for planning and establishing ;
new HMO's around the country.

The Department of Health, Educatin, and Welfare announced rules late .in
October 1975 that mat ate employers with more than 25 workers to offer their
employees HMO plans as an alternate to standard health insurance.

"The regulation, which would take years to implement fully, would require_
some 400,000 employers to allow workers to buy insurance coverage in which they
pay a set fee for all health care.-

"Development of these plans over the last few years, however, has been slow
for seieral reasons. The plans are expensive to establish, premiums are high, and
enrollment of patients is always very slow. Also, the Federal Government lowered

its initial enthusiasm for the plans, many of which had been developed and
planned with public assistance.

"In addition, the standards for service that a, -plan must provide to qualify for
Federal endorsement, are very high. Only five plans have received such endorse-
ment thus far" (The New York Times, October 25, 1975).
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Instructional Activity No.
Health Care Values 1

Culminating activity, after students have examined health
care problems, and various plans for national health insurance.

tbr I lth-12th grade students in Contemporary Issues, Eco-
nomics orGovernment classes.'

two-three 45-minute class periods.

Recommended Use:

Time Required:

Materials Required:

Concepts:

Instructional
Objectives:

Student Readings Nos. 5 -10.

To enable each student to clarify .his/her,tosition on issues
pertaining to health care and to examine processes through
which policy issues are resolved. .

Scarcity, opportunity cost, public policy.

I

I. Given readings representing different viewpoints on health
care needs, thstbderit will:

a. identify the Values on which different viewpoints are based,

b. state hiss /hey position on proposed policie,

c. justify biN/ber

1
yaluesigbals':

2. Cii,"7 en alternative
student will:

position in terms of explicitly stated

uses oi limited national resources

a. identify and discus the opportunity cost of increased
goVernment expenditures for health care services,

b. indicate both verbally and in written form how he/she,
thinks resources should b alloCated,

c. compare his /her response with that of other class members,

d. compare problems and processes for resolving conflicting
views of class members to problems and processes in-
volved in making policy decisions.

Teaching Strategy Pupil Activity

1. Distribute Student Readings Nos. 5-9 and write Read handouts,
the following questions on the board.

a. "The health care crisis is largely a crisis of Discuss quegtions, noting the different
money. Under the present system of health which individual responses are based.
financing, income often determines the quality
of medical care people get in America."
(agree or disagree)

b. Is health care a basic right like .food; _shelter,
or just a privilege for.those able to pay?

c. How important is it for a patient' fa. have free
choice of physician and hospitalI;ihen ill and in
need of medical care?

values on

Summarize pros and cons of increased governmental
expenclittfresfor health care.



d. If the government rises (axes mid Spends more
. money on health care, will'ih'is guarantee. better
health for ArrthiTcan-. citizens?

.s-

2. Distribute Student ,,Reading (worksheet) No. 10.
Direct Studenti.individually to rank items on the'_.
list, beginning with the item they feel should receive
highest priority. This is a "forced choice" exec=..
cise; consequ'ently, students are to assume that if
the money is allocated for the item ranked number
one, they must forego all other Remo an The list no
matter how desirable these ina be,T .

3. As a means for introducing (or .reinforcing)' the
concept "opportunity, cost,"

a. ask: Did you have any problem deciding what
should be ranked highest? Were there other
items on the lisp for which you would have liked
to allocate funds? If so, what are they?

b. explain economists' use of the concept.

c. have individual students indicate the program
they ranked as number one and To state the op-
portunity-cost of their cho&.

lnHividually complete ranking exercise.'

Using responses given or Worksheet, state and discuss
opportunity cost of government expenditures for
health Bare, programs.

students tO assume they are representatives Identify and
n ongress and are faced with -the prolilern of . decisions.,

deciding a how funds are. to be alloCated.
Ask: As a -member of Congress what would be

-the major consideration that would influence your
decision?

5. Ask students which of the following is closest to
their personal position with regard to national health
insurance.-

a. Complete national health insurance (e.g the
Kennedy-Corman Plan)

b. Limited national health 1nsurarak ill using
private health insurance companies (e.g., AMA-
Medicredit)

c. Keep present system with', few modifications
Where neede

Divide class into groups, plaCing, students taking
_the same position in the same group.

6. Following group presentations provide opportunity
for individual students (through discussion or written
statement) to indicate if they have, changed their
position on NHI as a result of the group arguments.
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discuss factors that ..influence policy

Indicate the- policy, that most closely
personal position.

Using information from previous reading and discus.
sions, prepare a 'summary of the major arguments
supporting the group position.

Select one person to present the group position to the
class.



T;

Student Reading .NO,-

Agreed, Here Comes National Health Insurance

The growth of public and private insurance in recent years haS made national
health insurance seem less- radical but not less necessary. The current mix of
public and private programs is uneven and widely. acknowledged to have of

three glaring defects.-
Firsf-Of all, -the, poor still have very inadequate. toverage,. In 1970, only 39% Qt

persons under 65 with incomes under $3000 had any hotpital or. surgical'insuranCe
cOmpared to 90% of those with incomes over $15,00.0, Second, fevi. Artidricarls'are
protected -against catastrophically high -medical bills. Most insurance plans have
limier limits (the benefits cease after a certain number of days or dollars). Third,'
the system iS,-biased toward high cost.,-care which discourages preventive Medicine
and does nothing to promote efficiency, Since 'Many patients are covered. for
hospitalization but not for other forms of care, doctori_ have a tendency to order
hospitalization in order to reduce bills, even when a. visit to the 'home or th:.
doctor's.of fice would be just as effective. Since check; ups and preventive medicine
often are not covered, patients may neglect conditions until they become acute
and require costly medical care. These deficiencies in the current system have led
people to the position. that some .kind of national health insurance is needed to
accomplish three objectives: ;

1. to have access to medical care without financial hardships.

to protect everyone including middle inco and upper income .

people against catastrophic illnesses.

ncreaseinee' naives for using preventive medicine, and managing
health institutions effectively.

cmazinr, Jui 74..R primed by ivrmis.sion.



Student Reading 6

edical Care for the, Underprivileged Population'

at is the relationship btw een poverty, socio-economic class, race and good
th

recent assessment of `and.and health differences between deprived
ericans and those reasonably tell off sunrnarizes the situation this way: Heart

disease, hypertension, arthritis, mental dise,ase,°visual impairment and orthopedic
disability are all more common among the poor. Death rates 'from tuberculosis,_
syphilis, influenza, pneumonia, and vascular lesions of the central nervous system
are twice as high among nonwhites as among whites. With proper adjustment for
ag'', heart diseaSe, stoke and cancer are all more frequent in the ghetto.

For the poor, risk f dying under the age of 25.is four times the national average.risk er
Life expectancy ong the'nonwhite pop elation is 63.6 years as compared to 70.2
years in ,the whi e population. The maternal mortality, rate among nonwhites is
90.2 'per P1/01000 as compared to 22.4 per 100,000 in whites. The infant- Mortality
rates of nonwhites in 1940 was 70 percent greater. According to the United States
Children'illureau, infant mortality fises as family income, decreases. Fifty percent
of poor e hadrenotte incompletely immunized against small pox or measles. Sixty
pei-cent of poor Nildren have never seen a dentist. If they are poor, and if they
are,blaek, Jonathan Kozol's Deglir at an e,aly Age literally applies.

... ''',,-
ill:.

Charles R. 6reen, The En:giant/Journal of dicine,. May 21, 1970 Reprinted by permission



%Went
What Is Goodllealth?.

Any way you look at it, a great deal of money, is spent on medical caVe in the
U.S....

Does that mean, then, thai.Americans healthiest eople? No lit
fact, they are embarrassingly low on the totem pole.

Two indicators used _.to measure quality of health- are rate infant
mortality and life eieetancy. In spite of the money spent, the ig.S. ranks thirteenth
in -infant mortality In short, twelve .other nations including Sweden,. Iceland,
Switzerland, Japan, Canada, and Francehay.e a beiteR record of preserving
human life in the infant years.

When it comes to life expectancy the record is even Worse. U.S. Department of
Commerce statistics% show that in 21 other nations people live longer. An
American born in 1971 can, on the average expect tollive to, his or her 71st,

birthday. That's a big improvement over the year 1900; when Americans could
coutit on living.only about 50 years. But it it still less than people living in such
nations as the Netherlands, Canada, Israel, Japan, Denmark,. and Britain.

It is-becoming increasingly clear to many people that just spending money on
health -isn't the onlY:;:answer. More and more of these people are coming to the
conclusion that "good health " -is also the result of a way of' life:' a way of life that
includes- a good diet, a reasonable pace of life, and a decent environmentone
with,relatively clean air, adequate.ging quarters, and tolerakle noise levels.

"It is true that thepoor do not hays,as great an access ro medical care," says
.Dr. Peter Isaacson. taacsonis chief of the' department of preventive medicine and
environmental health at the University of jowa College of Medicine.

"But consider-the other phenomena to which they are subject: malnutrition, air
pollution, poor education, more frequent preghavies, higher rates of venereal
and other diseases, inadequate housing, inadequate' sanitation, inadequate rodent
control.and even inadequate clothirtg.-

"Do none of these factors have any relationship to health?- Of course they do
he, says . . . .

Senior Scholastic, March 211,1975, p. 13.- Reprinted' by permisskon
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Student Reading No. 8
National Health Insurance

Will It Promote eostly Teehnology?

What impact would national health insurance have on medical practice and
AN

medical research? A number of experts are afraid that ;he side. effects of national
plans may be highly undesirable.

Some economists have been predicting that natitmal health insurance will induce
more and more people to opt for highly exeensive and elaborate forms of treat-
tient, such as extra tests, unnecessary surgery and elaborate terminal care. The
trend would then be to bias medical care in favor, of expensive technology inten-
sive procedures. And since resources are finite these 'actiyities would drain away
hinds and manpower from lower cost care. An example of .high costly technology
is a decision by Congress to allow medicare4 to insure patients on the "kidney
machine" (renal dialysis). This machine prolongs the He of end itaife kidney
disease sufferers at the cost of $10,000 to $40,000 a patient. This proviiion which

7 cats 135 million the first year could cost one billion dollars to help 60,000 patients

per year.
Profesor Somers of Princeton (a medical economist) stressed that trade-offs

are going to have to be made and coverage limited: Getting peoPle to accept the
fact of limited resources for healtIA care has been hard, because you end up
saying, "someone has to be allowed to die."

Deborah Shapeley, Science, November I 1974. Reprinted by permission.
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Student Reading No
Health Care for All?

We must ask ourselves, therefore, whether it is worth it to go toward NHI. With
the limited resources avarlable to meet our vast needs, we "cannot afford huge
expenditures on unnecessary medicine. The 1973 budget study of the Brookings
Institution pointed out that public fuhds spend on NHI -would not be available to
meet "other high priority public objectives." Unfortunately, the American public
seems willing to devote only a slowly growing portion o? its GNP to public
expenditures. Given the political-economic reality, the value of NH1 must be
weighed against the value of the-social,programs eliMinated from consideration by.
NHI's high costs. The loss of social programs will escalate with the cost of the
government's commitment to current payment mechanisms.

The poor, whose health is the worst and whose need the greatest, will suffer
most from the distortion of social priorities. After a study of the links between
poverty and health, Professor Monroe Lerner of the'Johns Hopkins School of
Medicfne, concluded that the poor experience "substantially Pigher rates of
overall mortality, infant mortality, and severe illness" than those in higher income
brackets. Lerner suggests that programs designed to alleviate poverty will also
improve the health level of the poor.

Lerner's conclusions may surprise us because we are accustomed to assuming
that medical care is the only critical determinant of health. But medical sociol-
ogists have docuinented a wide variety of cultural, behavioral, and environmental
factors which contribute substantially to health or illness.

Inadequate housing, nutrition, clothing, economic security and education
contribute to the total poverty environment and to the ill health of the poor. If the
poor lack access to quality medical care, they also lack access to-quality housing,
good jobs, and nutritious food. Social programs which help alleviate these
elements of poverty will substantially improve the health level of the poor; they
will also be the programs most likely to go under-funded as escalating medical
costs consume available public funds. Rather than march blindly toward some
vague and distant goal of national health insurance, we must-, begin to ask
ourselves, "Where are we going, and do we really want to go there?"

--Steve Slat: le, Progressive, April l974. Reprinted by permission.
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Strident Reading No
Federal Budget Exercise

Suppose the U.S. Congress were faced with the decision to -allocate
S100,000,000 for new domestic programs. How would you recommend the money
be spent?;

Food stamps for poor Americans

2. Research on cure for cancer

3. Programs for reducing unemployment

4. Expanded health care coverage for the elderly

S. Research and development of new sources of energy

6. Housing for low income families

7. Grants to local and state governments for crime prevention and control

8: Grants to local gOvernments for education needs

9. Preventive medical services for the poor

Rank the above-mentioned nine items in order according to your priorities, i.e.,
which program would you give the highest, which the loweSt priority, etc.?

Highest Priority

Rank Program No.

4.

Lowest Priority 9.

Focus for discussion: by S. well Symmes, 0
Education, 1212 Avenue of the merit:as, New Yo

of Curriculum. Joint Council on Economic
NY 10036
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